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Discover Uplands College

“Diversity is the magic. 
It is the first manifestation, 

the first beginning of the differentiation of a thing 
and of simple identity. The greater the 
diversity, the greater the perfection.”

- Thomas Berry

Scan the QR code to discover
more about Uplands College
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The Uplands family is rich in Diversity. 
Our unique cultures bring us together 
and give us the warm environment to 
celebrate and learn from each other.  
It was therefore fitting that the Uplands 
2019 School Magazine celebrated 
that.

This magazine would not have been 
possible without the following Uplands 
Family members:

Thank you to Mrs Sandile Maluleke 
(Head of Communications) for creating 
the look, feel and layout for the 
magazine, and spending countless 

hours collecting content needed. A 
helping hand from Ms Heleen Crouse 
was also appreciated.

It is said a picture paints a thousand 
words. Thank you to our professional 
photographers, Mr Francois van Zyl, 
Mrs Yolanda Woodrow and Mr Hennie 
Homann, for capturing these beautiful 
moments. 

A special note of gratitude also goes 
out to our two pupils, Audilia Oswin 
(Grade 11) and Jessica Whyte (Grade 
8) for taking the time to attend our 
Uplands school events and assist 

in taking pictures for the Uplands 
Marketing team. Mrs Adrienne 
Cleary, your efforts and time spent 
proofreading the copy also did not go 
unnoticed. 

To the Uplands College staff, thank 
for providing the necessary content 
for the magazine. To Mrs Heidi Rea 
(College Head) and Mrs Jenny Simons 
(Marketing Team Administrator), your 
support and guidance made this 
magazine possible. 

Sit back,  relax and enjoy the read. 

A note from the Editor
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Chairman of the Board’s Report
What a privilege it has been this 
past year to serve as your Chairman 
following the retirement of Howard 
Rogerson last year. Despite the 
numerous roles I have had locally and 
overseas over my 35-year banking 
career, it is being responsible for 
Uplands and its future that has 
challenged me the most. Our Vision 
to develop interesting young people 
who are self-confident, happy and 
successful in a changing world is a 
vision which we take very seriously. 
To ensure that they will be creative, 
critical thinkers who embrace 
change and develop lasting, healthy 
relationships requires the school 
to offer an experience that exposes 
our children to a wide range of 
experiences. It is the heart, hands, 
hard work and teamwork from our 
teachers and staff that make this 
a reality and it is their efforts that 
will ensure that we bring our 2028 
strategic goals to fruition.

Over the past twelve months, your 
Board has focused its collective 
efforts on our primary roles, which 
are governance, fiduciary, generative 
and the role and functions of the 
Executive Head. During the year, aside 
from rolling out the 2028 Strategic 
Plan, we have allocated dedicated 
portfolios to each Board member, 
conducted a Board self-appraisal, 
approved a balanced budget and 
capital expenditure items, improved 
our meeting structure, elected 
a Vice-Chair, and improved our 
accountability and appraisal process 
for the Senior Executive Team and 
the Board going forward. In addition, 
we revisited the operating structure 
of Uplands, creating two operating 
pillars to provide additional focus 
and responsibility through the new 
Uplands Centre for Advancement.

In the first pillar, we recognise that our 
school is fast approaching 100 years 

old, not something that many schools 
in South Africa can claim. Our history 
is rich with tradition and success and 
the consolidation of the College and 
Prep is designed to build on this even 
further. Many benefits have been 
achieved as a result and many more 
are planned. We have approved an 
extensive maintenance plan for the 
Prep school, which has already seen 
the renovation of the dining hall, and 
much more is to come. We are excited 
about the work that our DevCom are 
doing in finalising the next 15-year 
development plan, while still attending 
to the immediate needs we have 
across our extensive Uplands campus. 
I am sure that all our Pre-Prep children 
would agree that the expansion and 
renovation work done in this key 
part of the school has been a huge 
success.  

Secondly, to ensure that we prioritise 

People, which is our second Strategic 
Imperative in the lead-up to 2028, 
we have included in our operating 
structure a new pillar known as the 
‘Uplands Centre for Advancement’. 
This new focus area will incorporate 
an Academy to help us attract, retain, 
motivate and develop our staff 
and cultivate goodwill amongst the 
Uplands community of stakeholders. 
This unique offering centred on staff 
development and learning may also 
be extended outwards in time into 
the teaching world more broadly. 
The Centre for Advancement will 
also continue driving our highly 
successful Outreach activities, which 
have seen the Insikazi circuit rise to 
a top 7 ranking in Mpumalanga. To 
complete its focus, the new Centre 
for Advancement will soon launch 
the Uplands Foundation. This is 
certainly one of our most exciting new 
initiatives, as we focus our attention 
on ‘Giving that Grows’ - realising that 
a school grows into greatness when 
we plant trees under whose shade we 
shall never sit.

Much work lies ahead - and while 
we are committed to reaching our 
audacious goal in 2028 of being 
Africa’s best fully-integrated co-
educational day and boarding school 
where all pupils thrive, we are also 
ensuring that the value proposition 
which we offer all our stakeholders 
today is the very best that it can be. It 
is only with this fanaticism that we will 
ensure that “Today’s thinking child is 
tomorrow’s achiever”.

Mr Bruce MacFarlane

“In Diversity is Beauty 
and Strength.”

-  Maya Angelou

Executive Headmaster’s Report
As we reflect on another year at 
Uplands, there is lots to celebrate. 
However, this year was saddened by 
the loss of two of our pupils. On the 
16th of February Mxolisi Zwane Waka 
Sambo passed away in a tragic motor 
vehicle accident. Affectionately known 
as MJ, his spirit and his big smile will 
live on at Uplands. Then on the 18th 
of September, one of our Matric girls 
passed away after a long and brave 
fight against cancer. Shae-Lynn will 
forever be remembered for her big 
smile and even bigger heart; she 
remained positive and brave till the 
very end. This double blow in our 
school community hurt us, but also 
showed the tremendous support 
and sense of family that exists within 
Uplands.

Our Strategic Plan lists our vision as 
developing “interested and interesting 
young people who are self-confident, 
happy and successful in a changing 
world. They will be creative, critical 
thinkers who embrace change and 
develop lasting, healthy relationships”. 
When these children leave our school, 
they are our legacy and one that 
we are proud of. Having spent time 
getting to know a group of Grade 10 
boys while on journey with them, I 
was particularly encouraged by the 
individuals we develop at Uplands. 
Each of the boys had something 
unique to contribute to the group, but 
more importantly they were willing 
to learn from each other and show 
a genuine interest in each other. We 
are doing the right thing at Uplands 
and our children are the better for it. 
I thank the parents, the staff and the 
community for each playing their part 
in developing our pupils from Gr 0000 
through to Gr 12.

Over the past three years, we have 
and are continually changing and 
improving our structures and our 

school. We have split the Pre-Prep and 
Prep Schools, we have amalgamated 
the companies which the school was 
split into, we have entered into a “joint 
venture” with Coolmore Farms, we 
have centralised finances, we have 
changed management structures, 
we have outsourced all catering and 
housekeeping, we have implemented 
a long-term strategy for maintenance, 
we have concluded the land swop, we 
have focused on growing the Pre-Prep 
to feed into the Prep with “our own 
timber” and similarly we have 3 Grade 
7 classes in 2020 which will grow 
into the College, we have built several 
structures on campus, we have 
amalgamated the PTA into one from 
two, Outreach has grown and their 
facilities have been extended (JOC), 
we developed a strategic plan against 
which we can measure ourselves and 
now we are launching the Uplands 
Advancement concept.

Our school is building on its reputation 
and we have waiting lists in many 
Grades for 2020. I even received my 
first offer of a bribe to accept a pupil 
into a full grade (don’t panic - this 
offer was rejected and their child’s 
name was put onto the waiting list 
for this grade). This year has seen 
many achievements and successes in 
the academic, cultural and sporting 
spheres. I love to spectate and 
support at these events, where our 
children always manage to shine 
regardless of results. Our Founders 
Evening was celebrated by pupils from 
the Pre-Prep through to Matric pupils 
and created a tremendous sense of 
belonging. The school, along with the 
Board, has started a rather ambitious 
renovation and maintenance project 
across the campus and, regardless 
of your phase, you will be seeing 
the results of this approach. We 
are restructuring our operational 
arms and establishing a Centre for 

Advancement where the focus will 
be on Outreach, the Foundation and 
Teacher Education. This is a bold new 
initiative in times where we need to 
differentiate ourselves to achieve our 
audacious goal. 

This year has seen the PTA move to 
the next level and the energy and 
passion of this group has certainly 
contributed positively to our social 
cohesion through lots of hard work 
and fun. The school is backed by a 
very involved and passionate Board 
who see the big picture and are driven 
to help us succeed. I would like to 
thank all the pupils, parents, staff 
and the wider community who make 
Uplands the special place that it is 
and that made 2019 a special and 
memorable year.

I look forward to 2020 where there will 
be new initiatives and focus areas all 
contributing towards making Uplands 
a better place. I believe in our school, 
our community and our country and 
I cannot wait to see 2020 begin 
and our school continue to make a 
difference in the lives of everybody 
involved.

Mr Gary Sim
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College Head Report 
As I reflect back over the 
achievements of 2019, there are 
a few things that stand out for me. 
Firstly, it has been a year where we 
have actively been working towards 
our 2028 audacious goal. In order to 
move closer to achieving our goal, we 
continue to look critically at everything 
we do in order to identify what we are 
doing well and where we believe we 
can improve. 

We have concentrated on 
understanding the 21st century 
workplace and the skills we believe 
our pupils need to thrive in this 
environment. Almost 20 years into 
the 21st century the only constant 
is that this complicated landscape is 
changing all the time. Thus, through 
initiatives such as Thinkcom, we 
strive to ensure that we nurture 
adaptable, critical thinkers who are 
able to collaborate across cultural 
boundaries. Accordingly, under the 
leadership of Mr Dave Goodwin, 
Thinkcom has identified opportunities 
for enriching learning, working 
smarter, and collaborating as a team. 
Most recently, the College Thinkcom 
has been looking at the Term 1 2020 
curriculum content for Grade 8 and 9 
and put their minds together to see if 
they are able to identify opportunities 
for novel learning experiences, 
cross-subject potential (learning 
process and assessment), where and 
how the identified Upskills could be 
incorporated and any other inspired 
ideas.

Excellent teaching does not happen 
by accident and through the internal 
staff development programme 
we encourage our staff to look for 
opportunities to learn and grow. Many 
of our staff have taken advantage of 
these opportunities afforded them 
and, as part of our strategic plan, we 
will continue to build and improve 

on this into the future. As a school 
within the South African context, we 
also have the responsibility to share 
our expertise and train and develop 
future teachers. We believe our 
TUKS intern programme, under the 
leadership of Mr Pieter van Zyl, to be 
ground-breaking. The University of 
Pretoria has identified Uplands as an 
institution where “best practice” has 
become the norm through this future 
teacher mentorship.

At Uplands we have a wonderfully 
diverse pupil body. This year, we 
spent a significant amount of 
time discussing our similarities 
and differences through various 
different platforms. The College 
Transformation and Diversity portfolio 
is well supported amongst the pupils 
and staff alike who are ready to 
engage with one another to try and 
understand each other’s perspective 
better. A new committee has been 
elected with the intention of building 
on the work of this year.  

The College recently re-looked at the 
co-curricular activity programme and 
how we go about leading it in a way 
that ensures full participation and 
accountability. This was actioned for 
Term 4 and the feedback has been 
very positive. Moving forward, we 
would like to build on the momentum 
gained to ensure a positive, productive 
experience for all involved.

None of this would be possible without 
the amazing staff at the College. By 
staff I am referring not only to the 
academic teaching staff, but to the 
entire team here at the College. Many 
important relationships are formed 
with teachers, admin and support 
staff who act as role models for our 
students on a daily basis. 

We like to think of ourselves as the 

Uplands family and as such the care 
for our students is central to what 
we do, regardless of our role at the 
College. I would like to thank the staff 
for their tireless commitment to all 
they do. In particular, I would like to 
thank my management team under 
the leadership of my deputies Mr 
Alex Gitlin, Mrs Casey Fowler and our 
Business manager, Mr Phil Hemus, for 
their support and hard work this year. 
Personally, I would also like to thank 
our Executive Head, Mr Gary Sim, for 
his continued support and belief in me 
as I develop in my role as Head of the 
College. His patient mentorship has 
once again played a major part in my 
success this year.

To the staff leaving us this year, we 
wish you all the best as you grow and 
take on new, exciting challenges. 
We thank you for the important 
contributions you have all made 
during your time at the College. 
 
As much as you have all played a 
part in shaping the school and pupils 
within it, I know too that Uplands is a 
part of who you are and trust that you 
are better for having been a part of 
this team and the lessons you have 
learnt will put you in an excellent 
position to succeed in your new roles.

2019 saw the tragically sad passing of 
Shae-Lynn McHardy, a Matric student. 
Shae-Lynn was an incredible young 
lady who touched the lives of so many 
with her positive attitude and strong, 
determined character. She truly 
lived the Uplands values and will be 
missed by friends, boarding sisters, 
teammates and staff. 

To the Matric class of 2019, I wish you 
all the best as you venture out into the 
world. I know Uplands has given you 
the best possible foundation. Build 
on this as you grow your career paths. 

Mrs Heidi Rea

Remember that no matter where 
you go your blood is green - make us 
proud!

To our incoming Grade 8s, we are 
excited to meet you! You have made an 
excellent choice and we look forward 
to seeing you grow and develop during 
your time with us.

Thanks too must go to the wider 
community. Without the people who 
are willing to give of their time so 
freely, we simply would not be the 
great school we are today. To our 
Board of Directors, thank you for the 
guidance and direction you give to the 
executive of the school. 

To our newly-established Uplands 
Foundation, PTA and UPPA 
committees, we know you are busy 
people whose passion for the school 
is evident in all you do - thank you for 
your continued support. I encourage 
other parents to put up their hands 
and join you next year.

Lastly, to the parents, we share the 
responsibility of growing and nurturing 
your children with you. Your support 
for your children and all they do is 
essential to their success.  
I would like to thank you and 
encourage you to keep getting involved 
as we move into 2020.

“We may have different 
religions, different

languages, different  
coloured skin,

but we all belong to  
one human race.”
- Kofi Annan
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Uplands Outreach

In 2019 Uplands Outreach contin-
ued to work closely with our partner 
schools in the rural Insikazi school 
circuit in Mpumalanga – just as we 
have for the past 25 years. Our vision 
is to boost performance and raise 
educational achievement for all chil-
dren, so that no child gets left behind. 
For maximum impact, we work in one 
school circuit only, at leader, educator 
and learner levels. The Uplands  
Outreach team, under the guidance 
of Dr Nicky de Bruyn and Mrs Violah 
Moya, is passionate about its work and 

is committed to long-standing rela-
tionships with our programme partici-
pants. This consultative, collaborative 
approach has resulted in a number of 
successes that are proven over time. 

Our achievements include the effective 
School Leadership for Excellence 
programme, the Standard Bank 
Teacher Development Programme, 
the SMILE conversational literacy 
programme, the Momentum 
Mathematics Proficiency programme, 
and the popular Digital Literacy 

programme.  Supporting the 
Insikazi school circuit office and 
manager is another priority. Finally, 
we implement several ‘quick win’ 
projects, which provide both practical 
and psychological support to our 
programme participants. Reach out… 
our community consists of more than 
just scenery, and extends beyond the 
beautiful Uplands campus. Talk to us 
about Uplands Outreach and how you 
can get involved. 

Dr Nicolette de Bruyn
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Uplands Foundation
One of the unseen victories on 
campus this year is the approval of 
the Uplands Foundation concept and 
the establishment of the Uplands 
Foundation Task Team, comprising 
Mark Ponting, Sally Greathead, 
Alex Gitlin and Nicky de Bruyn. The 
Uplands Foundation concept was 
approved by the Board of Directors in 
June 2019 and is a key deliverable 
in the 2028 Uplands Strategic Plan.  
With its positioning statement of 
“Giving that Grows”, the Uplands 
Foundation seeks to professionalise 
and coordinate giving on campus and 
in our community, in order to both 
grow (and sustain) Uplands into the 
future.  

With an experienced and driven 
task team at the helm, the Uplands 
Foundation is a force to be reckoned 
with in time.  Our thanks to key 
individuals in our Uplands community 
for assisting with this exciting effort to 
date: Mark Ponting, Sally Greathead, 
Alex Gitlin, Nicky de Bruyn, Penny 
Goodwin, Leanne Gitlin and Gary 
Sim. Our sincere thanks to the Board 
and Chairman, Bruce MacFarlane, 
for seeing the vision and pledging 
invaluable support for this worthy 
initiative. Stay tuned for ways in which 
you can get involved!

Dr Nicky de Bruyn
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UPPA

One of the most important features of 
Uplands (from the past, the present, 
and into the future) is the generous 
enthusiasm of Old Uplanders, 
families and friends. It is through 
social engagement, volunteer efforts, 
financial support, networking and 
career opportunities, that Uplands is 
an enduring place of beauty, energy, 
diversity and opportunity.
 
As an Old Uplander wrote, “As a past 
pupil, until this day, I speak of Uplands 
with pride and joy. It was my home for 
the longest time and this is by far one of 
its biggest strengths. The Uplands family 
made me feel at home.”  Pupils know the 
special community they will join once they 
have completed their journey at school. 
As an Old Uplander, you are welcome 
throughout the year, throughout your life. 
Uplands supports Old Uplanders through 
the efforts of the Uplands Past Pupil 

Association (UPPA), which is a committee 
of dedicated Old Uplanders, working to 
serve and engage current and former 
pupils – and, indeed, anyone with a 
special connection to Uplands. 
 
It is UPPA’s objective to foster and 
maintain the relationship between Old 
Uplanders and to assist and support 
members in their careers and lives; 
To maintain the bond between 
Uplands and Old Uplanders so that the 
development of the School’s aims and 
objectives are achieved; 
To augment scholarship funds to attract 
and/or enable deserving students to 
attend Uplands and to support the 
Infrastructure Investment Fund; 
To contribute towards capital projects 
and the upgrading and maintenance of 
existing School facilities. 

UPPA’s vision is to embrace a school 

which is well-resourced and held in 
high esteem by alumni, parents and the 
wider world; where all of its constituents 
are offered a range of engaging social, 
cultural and sporting activities, and 
where Uplands is seen as a worthy 
recipient of their charitable support. 
The mission of UPPA is to serve our Old 
Uplanders, to build a life-long connection 
with Uplands, to make a successful case 
for financial support where appropriate, 
and to embed a culture of philanthropy 
and giving back amongst all Old 
Uplanders. 
 
Thank you to the UPPA Committee under 
the chairmanship of Mark Ponting, for 
their service during 2019. To find out 
more, please contact Mark Ponting 
(markbponting@gmail.com) or Elaine 
Taylor (etaylor@uplands.co.za)

Mr Mark Ponting
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Uplands Parent Teacher Association
Reflecting on the 2019 PTA year has 
made me appreciate how much our 
team of committee members and 
volunteers love our children and our 
school. We hope that our energy, love 
and passion for Uplands is infectious 
and will be shared by all who enjoy 
the PTA functions with us.  Uplands is 
a space for us all to thrive and grow. 

From sharing Easter Eggs at the 
school gate to welcoming the families 
of our glamorous Matrics at the Matric 
Dance Arrivals, from championing 
family fun at our first ever Build-a-
Burger Family Night to inspiring health 
at the Gut Health presentation by 
Chantal Du Chenne, and to showing 
love and appreciation of our mothers 
at the Mums’ Night Out - we have so 
enjoyed it all.

From Appreciating our Teachers 
to encouraging our Uplands family 
to keep fit with the Duathlon and 
Glow Run, from promoting a love 
of the outdoors with the Camp Out 
to shopping fun at the Uplands 
Christmas Market, from encouraging 
creativity and a love of painting with 
the Art Card Project, to celebrating 
the end of Prep at the Grade 7 
Farewell Bar and, finally, to spreading 
the Christmas cheer and love at our 
Musical Christmas -  it has been a 

busy and happy year at the PTA! The 
PTA continues to support teachers 
and staff, to enrich the educational 
experiences of students and to slowly 
improve our school. 

Through our efforts, the PTA turns 
what could be a mere collection 

of individuals into a strong and 
supportive school community.
A very big thank-you to all our 
volunteers - you are key to our 
success!!

Mrs Sally Greathead
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Uplands Festival
The main attraction this year was the 
Drakensberg Boys Choir!  Who will 
forget their impromptu performance 
of the National Anthem just before the 
final rugby game?  The Wonders of 
Whiskey - a tasting experience - was 
fully booked and had rave reviews.  

Wonderboom rocked the beer tent 
on Friday evening and on Saturday, 

we saw the High End Blues band and 
Soul Taxi.  For three days, people 
gathered to enjoy market stalls selling 
a vast array of products to eat, drink, 
wear, read, look at and smear onto 
their bodies.  Sunday’s Uplands MTB 
Classic bike race did not disappoint.  
The secure playground for the younger 
ones ensured they were having a ball 
on the slide, mechanical surfboard 

and water rolling balls, amongst 
others. The CANSA Tea Garden was a 
hot draw and the Art Exhibition saw 
sales exceeding expectations.  
A huge thank-you to our many 
sponsors for making this community 
event possible.

Mrs Tracey Russell
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College Staff

Front row: Yulandi van Zyl, Johanna Cerisier, David Goodwin, Vincent Gelderbloem, Brendan Fowler, Alex Gitlin, Heidi Rea,
Casey Fowler, Rev’d Andrew Simons, Pieter van Zyl, Sharon van Reenen, Karyn van Jaarsveldt

2nd row: Tamaryn Schofield, Nomkhitha Minya, Karen van Wyk, Sarah Viljoen, Monica Rowe-Needham, Frances Kalmeier, 
Kerry Boyle, Emma Storm, Ivy Mpangane

3rd row: Jennifer Schaum, Unenceba Magagula, Amy-Leigh Phillips, Moira Clarke, Tiri Takawira, Vicky Nkosi, Lydia Deeuw, 
Bryan Longbottom, Ronel Kolbé, Celeste Smith, Frederik Prinsloo

4th row: Lori Hanson-White, Avuyile Bekebu, Lisa Karantonis, Genevieve Keyter, Debra Sim, Clare Bolingbroke, Graham 
Creighton, Hilary Maude, Michael Gill, Monette Stratford

Back row: Bridget Gibson, Leesa Steyn, James Gondo, Andrew McArthur, Danny Chauke, Kimren Pather, Richard Boyle,  
Nicolaas Joubert, Laymond Mapengo, Hendrik Joubert, Dr Llewellyn Taylor

“We need to give each other the space to grow, to be ourselves,
 to exercise our diversity. We need to give each 

other space so that we may both give and receive such 
beautiful things as ideas, openness, dignity, joy, healing, and inclusion.”

- Max de Pree

Central Support Services Staff

Front row: Mandy Lawrie, Jolita Koltzow, Gary Sim, Lynne Normanton, Sandile Maluleke
2nd row: Bev du Preez, Fulu Ngwana, Telly Moholeng, Sonqoba Nkosi

Back row: Sanet Beuster, Val Ross, Eugene du Preez, Maeve Sidey, Maryna le Roux

“We need to help students and parents 
cherish and preserve 

 the ethnic and cultural diversity that nourishes and strengthens  
this community - and this nation.”

- Cesar Chavez
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“An individual has not started living until 
he can rise above the narrow confines of his individualistic concerns  

to the broader concerns of all humanity.”
- Martin Luther King, Jr.

Grounds Staff

Front row: Sipho Mthetwa , Phillion Mokoena, Katlego Molimi
2nd row: Elson Mathonsi, Michael Maloka, Calvin Lekhuleni, Ben Matsane, Tebo Mamba, Meshack Mathebula

3rd row: Joaqeem Pequinino, Patrick Monane, Michael Matonse, Nhlanhla Sithole, Ndumiso Zibane
4th row: Eugene du Preez, Winters Malandule, Bester Ngulupa, Washington Moyo, Freddy Ndlovu, Chris Joubert

Back row: Zenas Chissomo, Elias Ngwenya, Bongani Gumede, Sifiso Mdhluli, Josia Sikawunke
Absent: Dewey Benside, Paulos Mabuza, Triedwell Mkhabane

Empact Staff

Front row: Lucky Mlombo, Jackson Mhlaba, Shane Rogers, Precious Khumalo, Cindy Maluka, Eckson Mabaso
2nd row: Ayanda Tshabalala, Cynthia Mazibuko, Annah Ubisi, Norah Maseko, Pretty Selepe, Deliwe Mbiza, Ednah Nkosi,

Popie Sambo, Nonhlanahla Maseko, Thandi Marule
Back row: Precious Mogale, Joseph Mashigo, Bheki Khoza, Sarah Mabila, Bheki Mahlangu, Virginia Holiday, Mapule

Mpete, Samkelisiwe Lekhuleni, Khensile Sibuyi
Absent: Suzan Nkosi and Abraham Ndlovu

“Diversity in the world is a basic characteristic 
of human society, and also the 

key condition for a lively and dynamic world as we see today.”
- Jintao Hu
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Upmed Nursing Staff
Upmed continues to be a hive of 
activity, providing pupils and staff with 
healthcare to ensure that they are kept 
healthy and well, while thriving in the 
busyness of campus life at Uplands. Sr 
Yolanda Coetser and Sr Lucinda Roos 
manage the day-to-day consultations 
of sick and injured pupils. Upmed 
is also very fortunate to have the 
services of two Physiotherapists 
that are on campus from Monday to 
Thursday. There is also a Biokineticist 
who is available during the week.

Health education is ongoing and, 
together with the relevant teachers, 
first aid courses are offered 
throughout the year to keep pupils 
and staff trained in basic first aid. The 
nursing staff work closely with the 
counselling staff to ensure that the 
pupils’ emotional needs are also met.
 
Our motto at Upmed is taken from the  
words of Christopher Robin and Winnie 
the Pooh that says: “You’re braver than 
you believe, stronger than you seem 
and smarter than you think”, which 
hopefully encourages pupils to be the 
best version of themselves by staying 
healthy and happy.
 
Mrs Lucinda Smart 
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Chaplaincy
Our first spiritual event of the year 
was the Grade 8 Eucharist which was 
a lovely service at which many Grade 
8 parents came and joined in.  It sets 
the tone for the year for the Grade 
8s and introduces them to one form 
of Chapel service in the College. We 
have reintroduced our Chapel slot into 
the Academic day which has been a 
wonderful change.  At long last we 
have a Chapel Band up and running - 
under the capable direction of Lucas 
Ruf - which has greatly enhanced the 
worship in Chapel.  It was wonderful 
once again to have our pupils being 
part of leading the worship in our 
Chapel services 

Our Annual Camp was once again 
held at Ekukhanyeni over the weekend 
of 15-17 March.  The theme was 
‘Unapologetically Christian’ and we 
were partnered by Church Unlimited 
this year.  The pupils had a wonderful 
time and returned spiritually enriched, 
with many of them begging me for 

another camp later on in the year. 

As with every year, we followed the 
Christian calendar and made sure we 
observed what religious festivals we 
could, such as Ash Wednesday and 
Ascension Day.  This year we once 
again had a combined (College and 
Prep) Ascension Day service and were 
privileged to have Bishop Dan, the 
Anglican Bishop of Mpumalanga, join 
us.

On Sunday 8 September, we had our 
annual Thandaza Walk (Prayer Walk).  
It was well supported and it was 
great to see some new and younger 
faces with lots of energy enjoying 
the walk and praying the thematic 
prayer stations. Our themes this year 
covered all aspect of school life and 
also some issues in our country (one 
of the stations was for Xenophobic 
and Sexual Violence).  We ended our 
time of fellowship and prayer together 
with tasty and satisfying Prego Rolls at 

Webster House.

The annual Uplands Matric final Chapel 
service was held on 13 October.  
This year we had a completely student-
run chapel service which had the main 
focus of thanking the students and 
the staff. Jireh de Almeida delivered 
a profound message to her fellow 
scholars regarding hardships and how 
to prepare for them. The service was 
well attended by the Matric scholars 
and their parents alike. 

I wish to take the opportunity to thank 
the Christian Committee of 2019, 
under the leadership of Jireh de 
Almeida, for their wonderful support 
of me during the year.  They were an 
excellent committee and have raised 
the bar in terms of their service to the 
school.  Well done, guys and gals.  I am 
going to miss you all.

Rev’d Andrew Simons
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Team work makes the dream work
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Academics
2019 was yet another academically 
successful year at Uplands. The 
results of our Matric class were 
outstanding and something of which 
we are incredibly proud. 
We achieved a 100% pass rate, with 
96% of the candidates meeting the 
requirements for Bachelor’s Degree 
Studies.  We are particularly proud 
of our top achievers, with 39% of 
the grade attaining three or more 
distinctions with an average of 2.2 
distinctions per candidate. Further to 
this, 81% of the symbols achieved by 
all candidates were 60% or higher.

Our top three candidates, Liam Brain 
(our Dux scholar with a final average 
of 91%), Aden Haussmann and 
Sally James, each achieved seven 
distinctions. 

Pupils who achieved five distinctions 
were Jessica Loudon, Kayla Clemente, 
Farrah Cruse, Amber Freestone, 
Mishca Jacobs, Summer Clifford-Kotze 
and Nicholas Smythe. 

Achieving four distinctions were 
Bruna Jeque, Kira Karantonis, 
Abigail Alexander, Michelle Lear, Ho 
Hyun Chung, Suné Martins, Alexia 
Constantinides, Adriaan Engelbrecht, 
Carolina Fernandes, Fabiana Gomes, 
Janice Hutchinson, Ivandra Matenja, 
McLaws Ndinisa, Nathan Treherne 
and Lia van Wyk. 

Gaining three distinctions were 
Hannah Garratt, Lonene Kgoedi, 
Buhle Mashabane, Katherine 
Prior, Trinity Resting, René van der 
Westhuizen, Eloïse van Tonder, Sarah 
Wagner, Abbigal Wood and Khensani 
Zwane Waka Sambo. 

Outstanding individual results where 
pupils were placed in the Top 1% in 
the IEB regarding their respective 
subjects included: 

Liam Brain for Mathematics, Advanced 
Programme Mathematics, Physical 
Sciences, Accounting and Geography. 
Aden Haussmann for Engineering 
Graphics and Design, History and 
English Home Language. 
Abigail Alexander for Engineering 
Graphics and Design. 
Alexia Constantinides for 
Mathematical Literacy 
Nicholas Smythe for Life Orientation. 

These wonderful results cannot be 
achieved without the dedication of an 
exceptional team of staff. Preparation 
for Matric results begins at Pre-school 
and I would like to thank all the staff 
who have played a role in assisting our 
pupils to achieve. 

Having said that, academics at 
Uplands is not just about the Matrics 
and their IEB results. As a staff we are 
working towards helping our pupils 
become “interesting and interested 
pupils who are able to adapt in an 
ever-changing world”. With this in 
mind, the staff have been consciously 
working at delivering content 
which, while it covers the required 
syllabus, also offers opportunities for 
developing 21st century skills. 

Experiential learning is also something 
which we hope to get better at over 
time. Our Grade 9s conducted their 
own election process, the Life Science 
department spent a day with Grade 
2s, 8s and 11s and collaborated on 
different projects throughout the 
day at the Botanical Gardens. The 
LO department had the Grade 9s 
researching their future careers and 
the study requirement thereof and the 
Grade 11s had a reality check when 
they created a budget for their future 
selves. The Technology Department 
also had the juniors designing and 
making their own coat pegs.   

Children learn best when they are 
happy and engaged. We hope to 
continue our success in the classroom 
by making a concerted effort to 
ensure that  both are happening in the 
classroom on a daily basis. 

Mrs Casey Fowler
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Student Teacher Training Programme
We have come to the end of our 2019 
Student Teacher Training Programme. 
Working in collaboration with the 
University of Pretoria, we have once 
again equipped teachers-in-training 
with knowledge, insight, experience 
and a clear passion for education. 

This year, Dr Annelise du Plessis from 
the University’s Faculty of Education 
visited us as part of her research 
into how to mentor student teachers. 
Having initiated this partnership with 
the University, and having developed 
a clear Mentorship programme that 

is a first in South Africa between an 
Independent School and a Faculty of 
Education, we remain a ‘test bed’ for 
best practice in the field of teacher 
training. 

Mr Pieter van Zyl

“We all should know that diversity makes for a rich tapestry, 
and we must understand that all the threads of the tapestry are equal 

in value no matter what their color.”
- Maya Angelou
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Academic and Behavioural Support

2019 has been an interesting year 
for the Academic and Behavioural 
Support Department.  We have 
had our hands full with the issues 
that teenagers face today. Diversity 
and Social Intelligence, Adaptive 
Intelligence, Sustainable Social 
Media and Resilience are some of 
the challenges in an era of constant 
change.  Teenagers face great 
confusion and constant exposure in a 
world where there are fewer and fewer 
quiet spaces to reflect and re-group.

In terms of Academic Support, we 
continue to provide many levels of 
support and inclusivity at Uplands.  
Tutors, Accommodations, Private 
Invigilators and constant monitoring 
all help level the playing field. Our 
team of support personnel continues 

to be indispensable and we are 
grateful for all their help.  Their 
flexibility and enthusiasm enables us 
to support a wide range of students 
with their particular needs.

It is no secret that the World of 
Work is changing.  The challenge is 
to encourage students to become 
informed, embrace change, become 
team players, critical thinkers, flexible 
workers and brave travellers.  From 
career profiling to career talks and 
career days as well as all the work 
carried out in Life Orientation classes, 
we hope to produce informed students 
equipped with adequate skills for the 
next part of their journey. 

Clare Bolingbroke: School Counsellor
Bridget Gibson: Head of Department

Career Day

The college had a bumper annual 
Career Event on the 9th October.  

It was great to have around 400 
students from Uplands College, 
Penryn College, Southern Cross and 
Curro Nelspruit attend this informative 
event. Fifty exhibitors from around the 
country enthusiastically presented the 
wonderful opportunities they have to 
offer.  Students left the event feeling 
better informed, more empowered and 
excited about their future prospects.

50 Grade 11 and 12 learners (and 
their teachers) from Uplands Outreach  
partner schools in Kabokweni were 
also in attendance.

Mrs Bridget Gibson

KoeGer Chemistry Laboratories 

Our yearly visit to the KoeGer 
chemistry laboratories and Wildlife 
Pharmaceuticals Company is always 
a highlight for our Grade 11 Physical 
Sciences pupils.  The outing gives 
them the opportunity to see the 

chemistry they learn in the classroom 
in action.  The pupils were able  to 
meet the team of chemists and 
engineers who work on the research, 
manufacturing and packaging 
of medicines used by wildlife 

veterinarians. Their tour of the world-
class facilities was fascinating and 
has hopefully inspired a few students 
to follow a career in chemistry!

Ms Johanna Cerisier
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Pupil Advancement Programme

Uplands aims to graduate young 
adults who are confident, adaptable, 
resilient, mindful, interested and 
interesting; who demonstrate self-
starting behaviour and practise 21st 
century skills. As a result, they should 
be prepared for the complexities and 

responsibilities of life. 
With this goal in mind, the Student 
Advancement Programme searches 
out and uses opportunities to change, 
grow and extend the Uplands pupils. 
In so doing, we gift our pupils with a 
greater opportunity to reach their full 

potential; reinforce a culture which is 
that ‘it is cool to do well’ and coach 
self-development and self-awareness 
as the precursors to personal success.

Mrs Sharon van Reenen

Exchange Student Programme
Saint Augustine said, “The world is a 
book and those that do not travel read 
only one page.” 

In order to be the best, we have to 
experience the best and this is what 
we believe our school exchange 
programme offers the pupils at 
Uplands. 2019 saw many of our 
students embark on a variety of 
international exchange adventures. 

We started the year with our Grade 
10 school exchange to Perth, 
Australia. Mandisa Singwane and 
Lindani Mlambo attended St Mary’s 
College and Alex Lane  and Zandré 
de Kock attended Hale College. The 
aim behind the school exchange is 
to experience international learning 
and knowledge which propels 
pupils towards acceptance and 
understanding of an array of different 
cultural and community perspectives.

During the September/ October 
months, Frederich de Koker attended 
Worksop College in the United 
Kingdom. The focus of this exchange 
is a sporting experience, where our 
pupils are exposed to international 
teams, training and competition. 

Five of our Uplands girls were also 
selected to be part of the Rotary Youth 
Exchange. Travelling to all parts of the 
world - from Hungary to Spain - our 
pupils learn a new language, discover 
another culture and truly become 
global citizens.

We are very proud of our international 
exchange programme and are looking 
forward to further extending our pupils 
and making them authentic world-
class global thinkers.  

Ms Karyn van Jaarsveldt
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The Role of the Senate
The role of the Senate is to represent 
our fellow pupils with regards to 
Rules and Regulations, Co-curricular 
and Academic issues. One of our 
2019 successes has been a quicker 
turnaround of communication on 
issues discussed, which  has made 
this body gain traction and be a more 
effective one this year.  The Senate 
has focused on offering solutions and 
giving constructive feedback to both 
staff and pupils.  They have seen the 
results of their efforts and have been 
empowered as a result.  

Mrs Sharon van Reenen

World Youth Wildlife Summit
Seven College Uplanders - Mulalo 
Bereda, Kayla Schefermann, Lucy van 
der Meulen, Sameerah Karodia, Dylan 
Howe-Dreyer, Nick Greathead and 
Adam Davies -  recently attended the 
2019 World Youth Wildlife Summit. 
Hosted by the Southern African 
Wildlife College, the 225 global youth 
delegates embraced the passion, 
knowledge, skills and network 
needed to become Ambassadors for 
Conservation.  

The intensive four-day programme 
addressed the responsible use of 
wildlife resources; strategies to 
mitigate resource depletion; the 
link between poverty and poaching; 
habitat loss and the role of education 
in creating impactful awareness. The 
impact of poaching on our wildlife, 
and upon those who protect it, was 
recognised by a moving March of 
Silence. Actions for change also 
included the signing of a Summit 
Declaration. This will travel around 
the world to gather further messages 
of support. Going forward, our pupils 
who attended the Summit will ‘walk 
the talk’ as they embark on a project 
to share what they have learnt. 

Mrs Sharon van Reenen
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French Tour
During the Term 2 school holidays, 
a group of 13 Uplands College girls 
visited France to learn more about the 
French culture. Miss Johanna Cerisier 
and Mrs Hilary Maude were there to 
join in on the fun-filled trip to France. 
The team arrived safely in sunny 
Montpellier after a day and a half of 
planes and trains. During their stay in 
Montpellier, they were with their host 
families and the girls were looking 
forward to a week of French and 
cooking classes!

The girls attended their French lessons 
at L’ Institut Linguistique Adenet in 
Montpellier. Under the guidance of 
Chef Aurélie, the girls attended cooking 
classes in Montpellier, during which 
they prepared their own fresh pasta 
to make a smoked salmon, spinach 
and tomato lasagne. Their third day in 
Montpellier included a visit to the Fabre 
Museum, which exhibits significant 

works by Rubens, Renoir, Monet, 
Bazille, Matisse and many Renaissance 
artists. 

The girls experienced some incredibly 
hot days while in Montpellier, 
particularly when the temperature in 
Montpellier reached an uncomfortable 
and record-breaking 43°C.

Finally, the girls said goodbye to their 
host families as they left Montpellier to 
explore more of the South of France. 

The girls’ first stop was the pretty port 
city of Sète. The girls also explored the 
city of Nimes! They were blown away 
by the beautifully preserved 2000-year 
old Roman Arena and Maison Carrée. 
They also explored the Jardins de La 
Fontaine and the most energetic from 
the group climbed the Tour Magne, 
a fortification erected during the rule 
of Emperor Augustus in 15BC, to be 

rewarded with an amazing view of 
Nimes.

One day was well spent in the 
Provence region of France. In Arles, 
they were guided to all the places that 
inspired Van Gogh to paint some of 
his masterpieces. The last stop was 
Paris where the girls visited the iconic 
Eiffel Tower. Our Art pupils thoroughly 
enjoyed the visit to the Musée d’Orsay 
and Centre Pompidou. They were all 
privileged to see works from Van Gogh, 
Degas, Pollock, Warhol and many 
more. They explored the charming 
Montmartre neighbourhood of Paris, 
which is famous for the Sacré Coeur 
Basilica and ended the day at the Notre 
Dame Cathedral.

On the 5th July the girls reached the 
end of their amazing tour of France! 
Such an incredibly rich cultural 
experience. 
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Cultural Tour to Europe

Uplands College pupils enjoyed a 
cultural experience of a lifetime during 
their Cultural Tour to Europe. They 
travelled with Ms Karyn van Jaarsveldt 
and Mr Andrew McArthur to explore 
the rich history that Europe had to 
offer. First stop was Istanbul.
The pupils explored Berlin with a city 
tour. They visited the following places: 
the Berlin Wall, Checkpoint Charlie, 
Peter Fechter Memorial, Brandenburg 
Gate, Holocaust Memorial, Topography 
of Terror, Potsdamer Platz and the 
underground bunkers that were used 
during times of war. The pupils arrived 
in Poland via train and explored the 
town of Warsaw - Old Town and New 
Town, Warsaw Rising Museum and 
the Pawiak Prison Museum. It was 
an incredibly emotional day when the 

pupils visited Auschwitz and the prison 
museums in Warsaw.
On the 1st of July the pupils arrived in 
Krakow, considered to be one of the 
most beautiful towns in Poland. They 
spent a lovely afternoon exploring the 
town square and visited a wonderful 
traditional restaurant.

Next stop was Russia and a wonderful 
day was spent in Moscow, starting 
with a trip on the underground metro. 
The group then had the privilege of 
visiting the Kremlin and the Armour 
Museum. Their afternoon was spent 
exploring Red Square and the GUM 
department store, one of the biggest 
in Europe.

On 4th of July the pupils visited the 

Cosmonauts Museum where they 
learned about the Russian space 
programme. They also got up close 
to Mark Shuttleworth’s space suit. 
The pupils had dinner at the Hard 
Rock Cafe in Moscow, followed by 
a visit to the Russian Theatre and 
an entertaining evening involving 
traditional folk dancing and ballet. 

The pupils spent the next day 
exploring the great palace in St 
Petersburg and in the afternoon they 
visited the Hermitage Art Museum, the 
second largest in the world.

On the 5th of July the team returned 
safely to South Africa. The knowledge 
and experience they gathered will 
certainly last a lifetime.  
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Pastoral Care and Boarding
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Pastoral Care is ultimately about 
community wellbeing. In this, our pupils 
are overridingly happy. Our ongoing task 
is to keep seeing areas for improvement. 
With a new Heads of House team 
passionately engaged in being ‘Better than 
Yesterday’, future focus will be given to 
strengthening the role of the Tutor, driving 
pupil engagement in House activities and 
all pillars of our school, and ensuring our 
level of Boarding care remains first-class. 

Mr Alex Gitlin
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Pastoral Care and Boarding

The annual College Boarder Leavers’ 
Dinner took place on Thursday 10th 
October. It was an opportunity for our 
Matrics to reflect on their five years 
in boarding, to reminisce over fond 
memories and to connect as friends.

It was also an opportunity for the 
boarding teachers to express how very 
proud they are of them, to recognise 

them as the interested and interesting 
young adults they have become, and 
to wish them well as they embark upon 
their next adventure. 

Above all, it was a dinner that allowed 
our boarding community to meet as a 
family.

Mr Alex Gitlin

“Isn’t it amazing that we are all 
made in God’s image, and yet there is so much 

diversity among his people?”
- Desmond Tutu 
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2019 School and Boarding mentors
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Christian Committee

Left to right: Jireh de Almeida (Christian Committee Head), Ruth Chaliyumba, Nkosisphile Matsebula, Hannah Guthrie, 
Michaela Patmore, Rev’d Andrew Simons, Ozayo Mamba, Okuhle Mavusa.
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Open Day and Boarding Experience 

Open Day
This year we brought our Open Day 
forward, and its earlier date paid 
dividends. With an active attention to 
showing the school in action, Uplands 
looked vibrant and welcoming. The 
Pre-Prep’s Superhero Day was fun, 
colourful and excelled at displaying 
our focus on family. In the College, 
class-based activities and a full field 
of coaching sessions illustrated the 
energy we enjoy on a typical day.

The Open Day was busy, with Uplands 
hosting more families than we can ever  
remember for such an occasion. Our 
introduction of ‘Tea with Management’
allowed parents an opportunity to ask 
detailed questions, and to simply meet 

and share stories. Our Entrance and 
Scholarship examinations were well 
attended, with some 70 pupils writing.

Boarding Experience
A new and exciting initiative - our 
Boarding Experience - allowed 
52 pupils from 24 schools to stay 
overnight in Goss and College House. 
Supported by our Matrics who ran a 
variety of fun games and were simply 
inviting and caring, we believe the 
venture marketed our Boarding with 
distinction. With great feedback from 
the weekend, and with some tweaks 
we can make to improve our service, 
we look forward to our next Open Day.

Mr Alex Gitlin
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Bishop House Report
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Bishop House had a fantastic 2019. 
The year was filled with Bishop Pride, 
Bishop Passion and tons of Bishop 
Spirit. Bishop House fully participated 
in all the Inter-House events – and 
showed the College how to have fun 
while competing for a win. Bishop 
won the Inter-House Culture Mural 
competition with the iconic camo Wild 
Dog.

Bishop House continues to be a family, 
where every teacher and pupil is an 
important part of the team. In Bishop, 
we value each person’s unique talents 
and contributions to the team. We 
encourage each pupil to get involved 
and become the best version of 
themselves.

Just like the Bishop mascot, the Wild 
Dog, Bishop House is a strong pack, 

who will stand strong and proud as 
long as they stand together. 
 
Bishop Pledge 
When I walk through the doors of 
Bishop House,
I strive to persevere in every way.
I am bold and innovative
I respect myself, all people and all 
things.
I show integrity when no one is 
watching.
Being disciplined  is how
I accomplish excellence.
Mediocre does not exist in my 
vocabulary.
I either go BIG or I go home.
I am wild
I am honoured, I am proud
I am part of THE BISHOP EMPIRE!

Mrs Yulandi van Zyl
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College House Report

It was a true privilege to take over the 
reins as Head of College House in 
2019.  My task of leading the House 
was made so much easier by working 
side by side with the College House 
staff.  As tutors, they quickly recognised 
the pressures and challenges of being 
a teenager and offered so much 
support to our College boys and girls.  

We ended the year with numerous Inter-
House events which showcased our 
willingness to compete, have fun and 
support each other.  Our true passion 
continues to be culture; the many hours 
of rehearsals once again brought home 
our favourite Inter-House trophy.     

I would like to thank the Matrics, and in 
particular our Boarding Head of House 
Potse and her Mentor team, for setting 
the tone when it comes to commitment, 
positivity and passion for College.  

They believed that the actual measure 
of a House’s success is not in the 
size of its trophy cabinet, but rather 
in the strength of its relationships. 
My highlights of the year are my daily 
interactions with the boys and girls of 
College House who are always friendly, 
accepting and loyal. 

Miss Johanna Cerisier

College House

College Girls Boarding
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Founders House Report
2019 is a year on which the pupils 
of Founders House will look back 
with pride, happiness and a deep 
sense of achievement. We have had a 
wonderful year which could not have 
materialised without the dedication 
and participation of all our Founders 
pupils and staff. 

It has been a busy one, with inter-
house events, sport and cultural 
derbies and boarding socials. We 
also had the honour of hosting two 
international exchange students - 
Simon from Germany and Noah from 
Australia. 

Two of our Founders girls, Nhlamulo 
Mokazi and Sarah Hume, will 
depart for Hungary and Spain to 
complete their exchange programme 
in the December break. This type 

of experience not only opens our 
children’s eyes to all the opportunities 
the world has to offer, but also 
reminds them what a wonderful school 
and boarding environment we have. 

2019 also saw the election of Eben 
Snyman , a proud Founders boy, as 
Head of School and this was repeated 
when Vaughn van Reenen and Thato 
Sebopela were elected as 2020 Head 
of School and Deputy Head Boy. 

The pupils and staff of Founders 
have shown strength in unity, spirit 
in commitment and honour in 
achievement. I want to thank them for 
making 2019 spectacular and I look 
forward to the opportunities that await 
us in 2020.

Ms Karyn van Jaarsveldt
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Goss House Report

Another busy, yet successful year 
started off with the arrival of our 
excited Grade 8s. They were soon 
fully engrossed in school and house 
activities with the boarding games as 
well as the usual school social. The 
Grade 8s and their Matric buddies 
also paired up for early morning 
runs and the ever-popular Guppy 
Gala. By the time the introductions 
and orientation were completed, the 

sports seasons were well under way 
and all the students were kept busy 
with either their academics or the co-
curricular programme. 

Having won the House Cup for the 
previous two years, the pressure 
was on us once again to be the front 
runners and the team to beat. The 
girls and boys of Goss certainly did 
not disappoint, as they won the inter-

house swimming, rugby, cross country, 
soccer and academics and edged 
out Founders by one point to take the 
house cup for the third year in a row. 
A special thank-you to all the Goss 
tutors for all the additional time and 
effort with their tutor groups, as well 
as their care shown towards their 
tutees throughout the year. 

Mr Vincent Gelderbloem

Goss House

Goss Boys Boarding
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Bishop House Tutor Groups Mr Dave Goodwin’s tutor group

Left to right: Ruby James, Tlotlo Davis, Arman Suleman, Njabulo Madzhie, Nicholas Smythe, Torr Turner, 
Leonard Brugman, Mr Dave Goodwin, Kayla Shefermann, Samira Chaaban, Trinity Resting

Mr Erik Prinsloo’s tutor group

Left to right: Vezokuhle Singwane, Kgodisho Mabelu, Velile Mnisi, Brett Korb, Jean-Pierre Minnaar, Werno de Kock, 
Mr Erik Prinsloo, Michelle Lear, Ulwazi Buna, Iman Gudo, Lara Ziote, Noor Tonela, Ánike Miquidade.
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Miss Genevieve Keyter’s tutor group

Left to right: Alexa Ward, Liam Brain, Kelly Semba, Kiara Wales, Lucy van der Meulen, Mpho Breseno, 
Miss Genevieve Keyter, Shantel Mabuza, Tamryn de Lange, Joshua Murray, Michael Farrell, Bjorn Masher.

Mrs Karen van Wyk’s tutor group

Left to right: Welani Mdluli, Thomas Cooper, Dylan Hay, Adriaan Engelbrecht, Sally James, Mrs Karen van Wyk, 
Zolani Manzini, Luke Smythe, Eryn Treherne, Michaela Steyn, Denise Wacitela, Beng Molodi, Atshene Phatshwane.

Mrs Leesa Steyn’s tutor group 

Left to right:  Joshua Dunmoye, Hopewell Sidell, Kayla de Lange, Siyandziswa Mohammed, Hannah von Falkenhausen, 
Mrs Leesa Steyn, Malaika Miquidade, Miriam Chale, Ella Ward, Ivandra Matenja, Lindelani Mavuso, Bruna Jeque.

Mrs Monica Rowe-Needham and 
Mr Tyrone Rowe-Needham’s tutor group

Left to right: Danielle Potgieter, Luc Mellart, Lia van Wyk, Cray Archdeacon, Sisa Ngomane, Mr Tyrone Rowe-Needham, 
Mrs Monica Rowe-Needham, Raissa Dias, Thamsanqa Ceko, Nicole Elliot, Ataico Diallo, Lwazi Silinda, Josh Hulley-Miller, 

Britney Bingandadi, Mariony Nkomo
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Mr Richard Boyle’s tutor group

Left to right: Caleb Izeboud, Christopher Steyn, Ricardo Gonzalez Noda, Amy Gibbs, Yússura Miquidade, Alice Voigt, 
Mr Richard Boyle, Nicole Pessane, S’mangaliso Silinda, Matthew Easton, Zayaan Omar.

Mrs Unenceba Magagula’s tutor group

Left to right: Nicholas Ross, Vuxa Hlatshwayo, Raquel Thomson, Tamís Nhaúle, Candice Tsabedze, Nyane Macedo, 
Mrs Unenceba Magagula, Sofia Santos, Melissa Chiquele, Oreokame Manonyane, Alexander Garrido-Mirapeix, 

Cristiana Falcão, Luana Nuvunga

Mrs Yulandi van Zyl’s tutor group

Left to right: Weslan Haggart, Zethu Lubede, Bevan Masher, Mrs Yulandi van Zyl, Semukele Simelane, Dylan Howe-Dreyer, 
Zandré de Kock, Khumo Ranape, Naima França, Michelle Mabuza, Emily Mankge.

Mrs Zanne Viljoen’s tutor group

Left to right: Luleka Masuku, Sellin de Beer, Bonga Manana, Milile Labe, Ofentse Manana, Mrs Zanne Viljoen, Charlotte 
Davis, Fabiana Gomes, Lesedi Sedibe, Jena Rawlinson, Beon Pienaar, Shikara Leslie
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College House Tutor Groups

Left to right: Nicole Popova, Camilla Alexander, Jabulile Nkosi, Angela Mabuza, Onkgopotse Aphane, 
Miss Amy-Leigh Phillips, Mrs Liz Leroy, Andile Khoza, Wakitsi Nkosi, Ruth Chaliyumba, Taeghan Langdon, Jessica Whyte, 

Jonathan Clark, Joshua van Maanen, Barney Poulsom.

Mr Andrew McArthur’s tutor group

Left to right:  Keegan Coetzee, Abbigal Wood, Sasha Berkowitz, Nathan Smith, Luca Pagani, Rose Mutanda, 
Onalerona Aphane, Sonieka Snyman, Mr Andrew McArthur, Ayanda Ndlovu, Unathi Ngwenya, Ruben Thirion, 

Samkelo Mwale, Jason Mantle.

Miss Amy-Leigh Phillips’ and 
Mrs Liz Leroy’s tutor group
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Mr Avuyile Bekebu’s tutor group

Left to right:  Nancy Garcia, Melanie Luis, Josh Karantonis, Samuel Brown, Ethan Heyns, Janice Hutchinson, 
Mr Avuyile Bekebu, Abigail Alexander, Mr Danny Chauke, Charmaine Mhlanga, Metja Mosehla, Dané Knipe, 

Kwathisani Etsane, Bo Mellaart and Daniel Jacobs.

Mrs Celeste Smith’s tutor group 

Left to right:  Amber Freestone, Christen Taylor, Mpho Deeuw, Lucas Ruf, Nthabiseng de Almeida, Bruna Gouws, 
Mrs Celeste Smith, Iida Vienings, Afssá Aziz, Johnathan Fouché, Jacob Maude, Tebogo Lekhuwane, Zinhle Ngutshani, 

Anika Tavares.

Miss Johanna Cerisier’s tutor group

Left to right:  Jordan Wagner-Renaud, Bryce Russell, Wanothiswa Masombuka, Hansel Awogu, Duncan Davies-Webb, 
Miss Johanna Cerisier, Farrah Cruse, Gina Strachan, Jessica Buchanan, Cayden Fowler, Jayde Wood, Lesego Shakwane, 

Mutshidzi Bereda and Audilia Oswin.

Mrs Monette Stratford’s tutor group

Left to right:  Njabulo Ntuli, Phiwayinkhosi Simelane, Siph’esihle Mpangane, Ndumiso Nopote, Buhle Mashabane, 
Mrs Monette Stratford, Ceilidh Ferguson, Lily Cook, Mulalo Bereda, Wihan Blom, Adam Rogers, Rachel Cruse, 

Demelza Awogu, J.P. Visagie, Mitchell Davies-Webb
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Mr Nicolaas Joubert’s tutor group

From left to right:  Carolina Fernandes, Artur Verissimo Junior, Ivlise Sacur, Michaela Patmore, Lebogang Maapola, 
Thabang Malaza, Julio Helena, Jade Freestone, Mr Nicolaas Joubert, Rivoningo Makukule, Langelihle Sibisi, Jake Holland, 

Sean van Wyk, Owethu Ntsepe, Dimitri Jones. 

Miss Nomkhitha Minya’s tutor group

Left to right: Daniella Kirk, Kelly McSeveney-Sprague, Kelly Rabeca, Alexis Geddes, Nkosisphile Mathebula, Nicholas 
Greathead, Tanner Abell, Nalyne Govene, Miss Nomkhitha Minya, Lara Vienings, Shamilah Abú-Bacar, Cebisa Kuboni, 

Gopolang Koma, Khunjulwa Sithole. (Absent: Hannah Garratt)

Miss Tiri Takawira’s tutor group

Left to right:  Grace Garratt, Isabella Wood, Jireh de Almeida, Allan Verissimo, Khethani Matsinhe, Chibeka Mambwe, 
Ho Chung, Miss Tiri Takawira, Kayla Clemente, Tatum McSeveney-Sprague, Kyle Klesse, Lize Knipe, 

Trish Chirengwa, Kutloano Mohapi.

“Diversity is about all of us, and about us having to figure out how 
to walk through this world together.”     

- Jacqueline Woodson
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Goss House Tutor Groups Mr Andre Leroy’s tutor group

Left to right: Lauren Woodrow, Lebogang Mashigo, Amani Omar, Zack Smith, Carolien Pienaar, Cale Barry, Mr Andre Leroy, 
Conor Thomson, Michael Sarmento, Marvin Nhalevilo, Matthew Whyte, Noluvuyo Mzangwe, Ayanda Ntimane, 

Olwenkosi Maliba.

Mr Bryan Longbottom’s tutor group

Left to right: Hlumelo Sibiya, Loris Chamuco, Orion Strauss, Delouise Alberts, Riley Barry, Mr Bryan Longbottom, Marinus 
van den Ende, Iago Carvalho, Kelvin Onyeka, Sara Archdeacon, Amy Prior, Savannah van Maanen, Kieran McDonald, 

Matthieu Tardan, McLaws Ndinisa.
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Mrs Hilary Maude’s tutor group

Left to right:  Rayana Suleman, Eloïse van Tonder, Sarah Turner, Iano Carvalho, Okuhle Mavuso, Bevan Ferguson, 
Mrs Hilary Maude, Ashanti Masangu, Itumeleng Ngcobo, Zia Hoppè, Hadel Cuambe, Ozayo Mamba, Josh Gardiner.

Mr Isaac Karota’s tutor group

Left to right: Joseph Mathebula, Ngwato Thobejane, Katherine Prior, Reese Müller, Claudia Klesse, Caelan Brent, 
Darren Santana, Matthew Gardiner, Mr Isaac Karota, Michael Robbertze, Mpho Kgatle, Munesu Bopoto, Akilimali Mabuza, 

Jurgens Fourie.

Ms Jennifer Schaum’s tutor group

Left to right: Motheo Motshegare, Umaimah Mohamed, Wandile Sibiya, Kaira Naicker, Miria Hadjicosti, 
Ms Jennifer Schaum, Idiatou Diallo, Siphelele Dlamini, Vishal Cangi, Ronnie Nhalevilo, Rory Kane-Berman, Charlie Greer, 

Tristan Vorster.

Mr Kimren Pather’s tutor group 

Left to right: Lisa-Marie van der Merwe, Khanimamba Nkuna, Chatchawan Kaeosaenchai, James Ward, Senele Mabuza, 
Bonginkosi Nkosi, Daniël Hermens, Hannah Guthrie (being carried), Adam Davies, Mr Kimren Pather, Reece Robertson, 

Aidan de Bruno Austin, René van der Westhuizen, Adrienne Southern, Noluthando Nkosi.
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Mrs Moira Clarke’s tutor group

Left to right:  Alton Theron, Shandukani Etsane, Beulah Alberts, Gemma MacFarlane, Sadie Barnard, 
Winita Jansen van Rensburg, Mrs Moira Clarke, Benjamin Smith, Aden Haussmann, Anderson Fulane, Asandziswa  

Ndzabandzaba, Thato Ntimane, Carlos Fernando

Mrs Sharon van Reenen’s tutor group 

From left to right:  Eva Steffensen, Gemma Mantle, Mandisa Singwane, Ygal Tavares, Patrick Speer, Stuart McCarter, 
Drew Erskine, Mrs Sharon van Reenen, Linda Shabangu, Kierra Luyt, Nandi Khumalo, Kira Karantonis, Helena Masher, 

Tshepang Mmako, Eduardo Semba. 

Mr Vincent Gelderbloem’s tutor group 

Left to right: Hannah Drewes, Riana Poulsom, Rachel White, Sameerah Karodia, Ashley Jones, Rachel Jones, 
Olwethu Maliba, Kamogelo Theledi, Mr Vincent Gelderbloem, Frederich de Koker, Hugo Schüler, Pedro Samina, 

Bongani Mabuza, Alex Lane, Ingrid Banza, Erica Bidwell, Sarah Wagner.

“We are all different, which is great because we are all unique. 
Without diversity life would be very boring.”     

- Catherine Pulsifer
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Founders House Tutor Groups Mr Hendrik Joubert’s tutor group

Left to right:  Olwethu Dube, Lwandzi Dlamini, Kriatau Leeuwner, Marco Fróes, Mphilisi Kasaro, Anathi Nkosi, 
Valentine Hlatshwayo, Mishca Jacobs, Mr Hendrik Joubert, Waneliswa Masombuka, Abigail Webber, Evah Ncongwane, 

Awethu Mlambo, Kobus van der Westhuizen, Neo Bilale, Benjamin Waring.

Mrs Ivy Mpangane’s tutor group

Left to right:  Stuart Ponting, José Mabote, Victor Soko, Jessica Renssen, Sarah Hume, Renato Pessane, Ashley Chidoma, 
Jerson Sipanela, Mrs Ivy Mpangane, Sarah Jane Dongo, Erika Mukendi, James Emery, Sandile Mdluli, Thato Sebopela, 

Palesa Mazibuko, Naledi Mpele.
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Left to right:  Lebo Lamola, Sandelwe Dlamini, Mhlengi Fakudze, Denilson Williams, Marco Teixeira, Justine Dupont, 
Masana Nkhwashu, Natasha Wales, Ms Alet Burger, Mrs Janette Rottcher, Marcé Cilliers, Chantel Bourdin, 

Elouné Prinsloo, Malick Miquidade, Evan Velhanos, Vaughn van Reenen, Eben Snyman.

Ms Karyn van Jaarsveldt’s tutor group

Left to right: Kiera Viljoen, Jessica Mommen, Nhlamulo Mokazi, Simon Dickbertel, Sthembile Mthethwa, Tiyani Sibuyi, 
Tshitshi Mdluli, Andile Mabuza, Ms Karyn van Jaarsveldt, Manuel Machiana Junior, Lee Mashiri, Eugene Roux, 

Michael Watson, Unathi Makhubele, Luke Simaan, Fumi Makhubele  Lying across - Matt Takawira

Mrs Janette Rottcher’s and 
Ms Alet Burger’s tutor group

Mrs Lisa Karantonis’ tutor group

Left to right:  Macayle Visagie, Lindani Mlambo, Caitlin Davids, Ercílio Simbine, Pedro Schimidt E Moraes, Kubobonke 
Nkosi, Luigi Sciolla, Shea Viljoen, Mrs Lisa Karantonis, Lonene Kgoedi, Georgia Chirgwin, Jessica Loudon, Jordan Mitchell, 

Yánick Guilaze, Luka Clemente.

Mr Michael Gill’s tutor group

Left to right:  Jade Tinker, Sydnee Mitchell, Victoria Ojo, Jason Zandamela, Matthew Potgieter, Alexia Constantinides, 
Kgothatso Selepe, Mr Michael Gill, Taropafadzwa Chinhoi, Stuart Billingham, Jaden Hanson-White, Patricia Notten, 

Lindelwa Fakude, Keyven Satar, Christian Werner, Chinguane Mabote
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Mrs Ronel Kolbé’s tutor group

Left to right:  Jessica Whittle, Richard Culverwell, Sumari Naudé, Phiw’okuhle Mashabane, Joshua Britton, Kyle Steyn, 
Tawananyasha Chinhoi, Khaya Luphoko, Mrs Ronel Kolbé, Suné Martins, Nathan Treherne, Dylan Marks, Carla Neto, 

Shaida Jooma, James Emery, Eden Izeboud, Ntsako Silinda.

Mrs Sarah Viljoen’s tutor group

Left to right:  Mpilo Maphanga, Nathaniel Farr, Minenhle Mlambo, Ayo Dabula, Jake Rose, Jade MacKay, 
Dylan Teixeira, Mrs Sarah Viljoen, Mathilde Notten, Caitlin Smith, Njongonkulu Ngomane, Dylan Kirk, Max Haller, 

Bongane Matenja, Kesi Mtshweni, Praise Zitha, Hlulani Manzini.
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Grade 8 Signing of the Pledge
An important tradition and Rite of 
Passage, our signing of the Pledge 
formally welcomed in our Grade 8s to 
Uplands College. With the whole pupil 
body in support, our 8s received their 
school ties and we acknowledged the 

important role they play in ensuring 
our success: that they will become 
our leaders and the stewards of our 
values and culture. 

Mr Alex Gitlin
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Grade 8 Guppy Gala
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Grade 8s visit Sugar Bay
The Grade 8  journey to Sugar Bay 
started early in the morning and the 
excitement in the air was palpable. 
90 Grade 8s and 4 teachers were 
heading off on an adventure of 
a lifetime. As we arrived at Sugar 
Bay, we were greeted by the camp 
counsellors who can only be described 
as ‘Duracell Bunnies’. As all the 
students were divided into camps and 
allocated counsellors, the uncertainty 
and uncomfortable feeling of 
‘... but I am not with my friends’ was 
evident. The rollercoaster ride that 
is the start of College was written all 
over the faces of the innocent and 
unsuspecting Grade 8s. What had 
they signed up for? It was not long, 
however, before everyone started to 
let their guard down and embrace the 
opportunity for what it was - a time 
to bond with others, be pushed out 
of your comfort zone and discover 
talents and strengths you did not 
know you had.

The days started early, with morning 
walks on the beach and meditation 

sessions watching the sun rise. 
Breakfast was always filled with 
lots of laughs and the excitement 
of what activities would be tackled. 
Each day, a different and unique set 
of activities were on offer and each 
student was encouraged to be brave 
and try something new. We alternated 
between beach time, adventure time 
and camp time.

Beach activities saw us try our hand 
at surfing, bodyboarding, survival 
skill practice and  SUP (stand up 
paddling). The students had a good 
giggle when the teachers decided to 
give the paddling a go. Surely we were 
‘too old’ for such things? After a few 
wobbles and high-pitched squeals, 
we eventually got it and what a cheer 
erupted from the side of the estuary. 
For some, the first time seeing the 
beach was a truly special moment and 
one that will fill our hearts with joy for 
many years to come. 

Back at camp, the pool and basketball 
court were always a hive of activity. 

Some students got to try their hand 
at special effects make-up and took 
great delight in showing off their 
severed fingers. An afternoon in the 
pool was not complete until a session 
on the UFO was completed, where the 
aim is to try and get other members 
of the opposing team to fall off first. 
Again, the teachers discovered 
muscles they never knew they had. 

The evenings brought us all together 
for some good old-fashioned game 
show fun. ‘A minute to win it’  had 
students trying all sorts of weird 
and wonderful manoeuvres to 
outsmart their opponents. Witnessing 
the coming together of all sorts 
of characters, personalities and 
friendships is what Sugar Bay is 
all about. Nowhere else would our 
students have the opportunity to try so 
many new things with a group of their 
close friends, as well as that person 
you never took the time to get to know. 

Ms Karyn van Jaarsveldt
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Grade 10 Journey
The “Journey” is the Rite of Passage, a 
twelve-day self-discovery and personal 
strength experience. The Rite of 
Passage requires: removal from the 
familiar (people, devices, comforts, 
patterns); a physical challenge; 
unpredictable elements; a rewarding 
natural environment; engagement with 
one’s internal and social landscape 
and a celebrated return.  

This event is one of the highlights 
of our school calendar.  The shared, 
raw, honest experiences found on 
the Journey culminate in strong and 
special relationships.  The memories 
made are lifelong and rich and well 
worth regaling over and over again to 
anyone who will listen.    
 
The route showcases the best of 
Mpumalanga’s panorama. 

Leaders of the Groups
Leaders of Group 1 (Insele) 
Ms Karyn van Jaarsveldt and Mrs 
Unenceba Magagula

Leaders of Group 2 (Ingwe)
Mr Gary Viljoen, Mr Gary Sim, 
Mr Danny Chauke and Mr Hendrik 
Joubert

Leaders of Group 3 (Inyathi)
Mrs Sarah Viljoen and Mrs Lisa 
Karantonis

Leaders of Group 4 (Ingwenya)
Mr Michael Gill and Mr Avuyile Bekebu

Leaders of Group 5 (Ubhejane)
Mrs Elaine Taylor and Miss Rozanne 
Roos

Leaders of Group 6 (Indlovu)
Mr Bryan Longbottom and Mr Nick 
Joubert

Leaders of Group 7 (Ibhubesi)
Mrs Kara Joubert and Ms Amy-Leigh 
Phillips

Day 1: After the Group 1 send-off 
ceremony, they left from Uplands 
College to a delightful and scenic 
location. The girls mastered the art 
of back-packing, enjoying a swim and 
toasties at the end of a full day.
 
Day 2: Today is a lazy day – a short 
walk and serious conversations once 
we get to camp.
 
Day 3: Is all about cycling. This 
challenge tests the pupils’ stamina, 
endurance and, at times, sense 
of humour. A hot shower and a 
good meal is their reward at the 
end of this gruelling day. We thank 
Mr James Gondo for his patience, 
encouragement and technical support 
on this leg.
 
Day 4: Is the start of the Fanie Botha 
Trail. It will be a gentle climb with a 
waterfall stop along the way. Upon 
arrival at this hut, the groups meditate, 
create a mobile and make an amulet 
from clay.  
 
Day 5 and 6: These days are two of 
the most challenging stages of the 
trail, as the groups ascend to the 
escarpment ridge. Backpacks are 
loaded with enough food.  The teams 
hike through pristine indigenous 
forests and incredible mountain-top 
trails with 360°views. En route there 
are many opportunities to get to know 
and support one another. 
 
Day 7: The teams begin their ‘Dollar 
a Day’ challenge. Excess food is given 
away to those who need it more and 
the group proceeds to negotiate a 
24-hour menu to the value of one 
dollar per person, per day. This activity 
includes a 3km walk to the shops to 
purchase the food: an eye-opening 
experience for many!
 
Day 8: Solo begins.  Group members 
spread out and build their shelters in 

which they will spend 24 hours on their 
own.  The postman arrives with letters 
from friends and family and individuals 
are left to a period of reflection, rest 
and recuperation. It is not often our 
young people get to experience a 
period of time like this and for many it 
is a very powerful experience.  

Day 9: The debriefing session on Day 
9 reveals war stories and deep self-
reflection. This is followed by a greater 
sense of togetherness and the evening 
meal sees the group re-forming with 
interesting changes.

Day 10: Is a beautiful walk down 
the Valley to a scenic waterfall. 
This location is a fantastic chill-out 
zone and, if groups are blessed by 
good weather, they can enjoy kloof-
jumping, abseiling and swimming or 
simply relaxing by the riverside at this 
spectacular location.
 
Day 11: Is the final long walking 
day and takes the group down a 
breathtaking valley with beautiful 
views and wonderful spots to stop and 
paddle and swim. On the last one, the 
groups share sentiments, resolutions 
are made and life-long friendships 
cemented.
 
Day 12: Is the final day. Knowing the 
end is in sight, most pupils bolt, like 
horses, for home.  

The Journey Team and the Grade 10 
learners of 2019 thank all the staff 
leaders and helpers, parents (The 
Food Moms in particular), community 
members and sponsors (Letbalab, NTT 
Toyota and Ambassador Foods) who 
helped make this journey a success.
Special thanks go to Mrs Sharon van 
Reenen for making sure that each 
group on The Journey was taken care 
of at all times.  
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Grade 11 Leadership Camp

Our Uplands Grade 11s attended 
their annual camp. The camp focuses 
on leadership – understanding the 
traits of high performance, and how to 
lead oneself and others – and a large 
portion of time is given to discussing 
the questions, challenges and issues 
that our seniors face. A special thank-
you to the Uplands  staff and to the 
Queens River Camp.

Mr Alex Gitlin
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Co-Curricular Report
The big jump in 2019 has been our 
redevelopment of the afternoon 
programme to ensure its smoother 
running, its greater athletic impact, 
and the involvement of all. This 
came to fruition in Term 4, where an 
improved course coached our pupils 
in the technique of acceleration, and 
the skills to improve personal agility, 
stability and personal fitness. This 
programme, which now includes 
an expanded cultural schedule and 
a revised Inter-House model that 
expands involvement and spirit, will 
be repeated in Term 1 in 2020. Our 
hope and mission is to offer a Service, 
Cultural and Sporting environment 
that allows our children to thrive. 

Mr Alex Gitlin
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Arts and Culture

Uplands College showcased an 
outstanding mix of the various cultural 
disciplines during 2019. 
The annual Founders Evening function 
was testament to the wonderful array 
of talent and versatility that our pupils 
consistently demonstrate. Equally 
impressive were the performances at 
the Uplands/Penryn Culture Derby and 
the acclaimed DAM Evening, whereby 
our artists dominated the stage with 
their current and topical (often self-
written and choreographed) content 
and enigmatic performance energy 
which left the various audiences in 
awe of their potential. 
An elegant Classical Music Evening 

held in the hall complemented a 
contemporary, collaborative Uplands 
Music Festival evening event on the 
school field which, despite being 
rained out, proved to be another 
fantastic platform for our budding 
musicians to exhibit their talents! 

The Matric Dramatic Arts students 
had the opportunity to present their 
final practical exam performances at 
their showcase evening and many of 
these acts illustrated an extremely 
passionate and disciplined group of 
thespians who are well-deserving of 
their outstanding final results at the 
end of the year! 

The Annual Matric Art Exhibition was 
sublime in the maturity and depth 
of the artwork on display. The art 
initiated many interesting discussions 
and debates, provoking thought and 
an appreciation for the discipline 
which requires countless hours of 
dedication and commitment to the 
process. 

A massive thank-you to the amazing 
team of Cultural Staff members – 
your ability to nurture creativity is 
inspirational!

Mrs Emma Storm
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Founders Evening

Uplands Founders, board, staff, 
parents, friends and pupils gathered 
in the College Hall on the 23rd of 
May 2019, to celebrate the 21st 
Birthday of the College and Founders 
Evening Celebrations. Mr Gary Sim, 
Executive Headmaster of Uplands Pre-
Preparatory, Preparatory and College, 
welcomed everybody present.

The evening showcased an impressive 
cultural extravaganza by the Uplands 
pupils, from the little Pre-prep 
ballerinas to outstanding musical 
performances from A Star is Born to 

The Show must go on by Queen. The 
music and dance programme included 
items on guitar, piano, drums, 
ensembles, solo vocals, ballet, a hip-
hop dance, choir performances and 
group dances.

As per tradition, the annual Candle-
Lighting ceremony took place. 
However, this year it was designed to 
incorporate the College Headmistress, 
Mrs Heidi Rea, the Preparatory 
Headmaster, Mr Dave Ernstzen, and 
the Pre-Preparatory Headmistress, 
Mrs Heather Prior.

Thank you to Alice de Beer from White 
River Garden Pavilion who provided 
us with the plants at the entrance to 
the hall and Art display, as well as the 
trees that were on the stage. A special 
thanks to Val Ross, Jennifer Schaum, 
the Music department, the KKS team, 
the IT team, Eugene du Preez and 
Chris Joubert and their team of staff.
Finally, congratulations to all the staff 
and pupils involved in providing such 
an incredible showcase of Uplands 
talent.

Mrs Beverley du Preez
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DAM Evening (Drama, Art and Music)
On the 14th of August, the Expressive 
Arts Department pulled out all the 
stops and showcased the best of 
Dance, Dramatic Arts, Music and 
Visual Arts across the College grades. 
Creatively hosted by Onkgopotse 
Aphane, Cebisa Kuboni and Bruna 
Jeque, the audience was entertained 
around the theme of Mzanzi. 

The Grade 10 and 11 Visual Arts 
students set the scene with a large 
and interactive graffiti wall and the 
audience was invited to make their 
mark before the performers took 
to the stage. The Grade 9 Dance 
students mastered an African medley, 
showcasing various dance styles. The 
dance crew had the crowd cheering 
as they performed a range of popular 
dance styles. A Contemporary Duo 
and Solo choreographed by the 
students themselves showcased their 
talent and passion for Dance.

The Dramatic Arts students showed 
off their Matric talent with items 
ranging from Physical Theatre and 
ensemble work to two monologues 
performed by Nathan Treherne and 
Carolina Fernandes. They captivated 
their audience with their amazing 
stage presence, maturity and 
internalisation of their characters. 
The comedic pieces were enjoyed 
immensely and the more serious 
performances captivated the audience 
with their intensity and power. Bravo 
to all! Our Music players presented 
diverse pieces from all grades and our 
College audience got their first taste 
of our a capella group. Our musicians 
ended off the night with a tribute to 
our South African icon, Johnny Clegg.

Thanks to an incredible team of 
teachers and pupils who live their 
passion for the Arts at Uplands.

Ms Jennifer Schaum
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“Diversity is about all of us, and about us having to 
figure out how to walk through this world together.”

- Jacqueline Woodson
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Toastmasters
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Public speaking is a vital skill which, 
in today’s world, is often overlooked.  
Rich, fulfilling conversation has also 
become a dying art and many people 
cannot communicate effectively as 
a result of technology enslaving us.  
We need to force ourselves out of our 
comfort zones and encourage our 
children to participate in a society 
such as Toastmasters.  This Society is 
designed to hone your child’s public 
speaking skills through a range of 
different speaking ‘projects’, so that by 
the time the final project is delivered, 
your child is well on his or her way 
to being a confident and interesting 
public speaker.  Being able to speak 
publicly is also something for which 
many companies look when appointing 
suitable candidates for jobs.  

I have loved being part of Toastmasters 
and developing this Society into what 
it is today.  It is with a heavy heart, 
however, that I must depart from 
the Toastmasters Society at Uplands 
College.  It is time for my family and 
me to spread our wings and embark on 
new adventures in Australia.

The ‘Toasties’ (as they so lovingly call 
themselves) have grown enormously 
in their speaking abilities, and have 

produced some memorable speeches 
to date. More importantly, though, it 
is gratifying to see how many of them 
actually look forward to our fortnightly 
meetings, which are held after school 
hours.  They thoroughly enjoy the two 
hours we spend together listening 
to their peers’ speeches, being 
challenged by impromptu speaking, 
keenly contributing to the friendly 
banter during the evening as well as 
contributing to the ‘Honks’ (amusing 
things that are said during the 
meeting by the speakers) and awards 
(nominating the best speech and 
impromptu of the evening).

The Society has been ably led by 
a responsible and enthusiastic 
committee.  Its Chairman is Adriaan 
Engelbrecht and his two deputies are 
Lonene Kgoedi and Arman Suleman.  
They have set a good example for the 
Toasties to follow, both in their conduct 
and with the speeches they have 
delivered.  

Special mention must go to Lonene. He 
has grown tremendously in confidence 
over these past two years and in his 
depth and range of speeches.  The 
subject matter of Lonene’s speeches 
has generated much interest and they 

are always thoroughly researched. 

Lonene never disappoints and some 
of his speeches have featured a daring 
balancing act on a desk and a water 
experiment.  

Hearty congratulations must be 
extended to the following Toastmasters 
who have successfully completed 
their nine projects within the given 
time: Naima França, Daniёl Hermens, 
Lonene Kgoedi, Bonginkosi Nkosi and 
Lucy van der Meulen.  

Toasties who delivered memorable 
speeches this year were Arman 
Suleman (who fancies himself to be 
another Trevor Noah), Lucy van der 
Meulen (who likes to make us aware 
of our roles and responsibilities 
within society), Ceilidh Ferguson 
(who delivered a personal speech 
about parents’ and teachers’ extreme 
expectations for pupils.  She gave this 
speech at an assembly and received 
rousing applause) and Nkosisphile 
Matsebula (who brought down the 
house with her childhood dreams of 
being a goat).  

Mrs Liz Leroy

Toastmasters Club

Left to right:  Adriaan Engelbrecht, Nkosisphile Matebula, Lonene Kgoedi, Caelan Brent, Anika Tavares, Ceilidh Ferguson, 
Miss Amy-Leigh Phillips, Lucy van der Meulen, Shamilah Abú-Bacar, Jessica Buchanan, Ivlise Sacur, Kayla Schefermann, 

Arman Suleman, Metja Mosehla, Naima Franca

“The fact that societies are becoming increasingly multi-ethnic, multicultural, 
and multi-religious is good. Diversity is a strength, not a weakness. ”

- Antonio Guterres
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Annual Classical Evening

On the 6th of August, Uplands’ top 
musicians performed at the annual 
Classical Concert held in Uplands 
College hall. The talented pupils 
proved that they are born performers 
and the audience was enthralled by 
their musical abilities. Students from 
the Prep to the College entertained 
the audience on various instruments 
that included voice, piano, violin, flute 
and saxophone. 

The Uplands Prep Junior choir, 
directed by Felisha Lemmer, had 
the audience on their feet with an 

excellent rendition of the Hallelujah 
Chorus from Handel and ended off 
with a jazz song. Our guest artists, 
Cassandra Monnig and Jenny Pott, 
played a beautiful duet on their flutes, 
while Janette Rottcher played an 
impressive piano composition by Franz 
Liszt and Walter Fourie concluded the 
evening on a high note with his most 
amazing voice. The evening was proof 
indeed that Uplands definitely has 
talent!

Mrs Janette Rottcher

Uplands Collaborative Music Celebration

Building on our Choir Festival held 
in 2018, Uplands  hosted its first 
Musical Celebration. With the stage 
centred on our College oval, and 
once again working in partnership 
with our community, the audience 

was treated to a variety of high class 
performances. Unfortunately, bad 
weather stopped play before we were 
able to enjoy the full programme.
We would like to thank all performers 
for their excellence and outstanding 

efforts, for their ability to express 
energy and passion, and for their 
commitment to lead an event that 
brought the community together.

Mrs Janette Rottcher
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A Capella group

Left to right:  Ayanda Ntimane, Miria Hadjicosti, Noluthando Nkosi, Hadel Cuambe, Unathi Ngwenya, Leonard Brugman, 
Mrs Janette Rottcher, Lesedi Sedibe, Evah Ncongwane, Awethu Mlambo, Bupe Mambwe, Praise Zitha, Kesi Mtshweni, 

Shamilah Abú-Bacar, Trish Chirengwa

Chapel Band

Left to right:  Jade Tinker, Miriam Chale, Idiatou Diallo, Mrs Janette Rottcher, Leonard Brugman, 
Jake Holland, Okuhle Mavuso

isiZulu Cultural Day

On the 20 September we celebrated 
our isiZulu Evening, with excited pupils 
draped in their traditional Zulu attire. 
The hall was meticulously decorated 
according to the Nguni theme.

Various delicious, traditionally-
prepared delicacies such as 
dumplings, slow-roasted peanuts, 
tripe, chicken and beef stews 
enticed the crowd’s taste buds.  
Performances by the Zulu students 

entertained, educated and reinforced 
the importance and relevance of the 
Nguni culture in an ever-changing 
modern society. Gumboot dances, 
drums and the singing concluded the 
evening. 

A sincere note of gratitude must 
go to all the Zulu parents who 
enthusiastically prepared the food, 
provided the funds necessary to 
obtain the food and came out in their 

masses to support their children. 
Without them, the evening would 
not have been a success. A special 
mention should go to Mrs Nonhlanhla 
Mnisi who donated the outfits for our 
pupils. 

Our culture makes us who we are. The 
Zulu evening attempts to encourage 
pride in our culture and language. 

Mrs Ivy Mpangane
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Chess

We hosted our Annual Uplands Open 
Chess tournament run by Ehlanzeni 
Chess Federation on the 9th of March.  
It was well attended with more than 
150 participants.  Nine of our own 
pupils participated in the tournament. 
Most of them managed to finish with 
2,5 points out of 5. 

The tournament was run smoothly with 

a lot of praise from parents. 
Our U15 team participated in the 
Inter-High Schools Chess competition. 
They came 2nd and were chosen to 
represent our district in the Provincial 
Chess Finals which was proudly hosted 
by Uplands. 

Well done to our U15 Boys Chess team 
of Wihan Blom, Nyasha Chinoi, Thato 

Ntimane, Luke Simaan, Matt Takawira, 
Marinus van den Ende and Victor Soko.
Uplands Chess team players also 
participated in the Curro and Pernry 
Open Chess tournaments.
The team is constantly improving and 
we are already anticipating our next 
Chess tournament. 

Ms Tiri Takawira
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Mr and Miss Congeniality 
Our Matric Dance Committee 
(MDC) hosted the annual Mr and 
Ms Congeniality competition. Our 
contestants were Lwandzi Dlamini, 
Nicole Papova and Ivlise Sacur 
(Grade 10), Vaughn van Reenen, 
Thato Sebopelo, Hansel Awogu, Jena 
Rawlinson and Ruth Chaliyumba 
(Grade 11), and Bongani Mabuza, 
Lucas Ruf, Lebo Mashigo and Kira 
Karantonis (Grade 12).
Each contestant had to prove his/
her friendliness and charismatic 
personality. On top of this, they were 
marked according to their fashion 
sense, and for their answer to an 
unseen question posed by the panel. 
Our judges – Mrs Brenda Archdeacon, 
Mrs Tracey Russell and Mr Marc 
Paterson from Master Models – 
awarded the following titles:

Best Casual Wear: 
Jena Rawlinson
Best Formal Wear: 
Bongani Mabuza
Best Unique Outfit: 
Nicole Popova
Best Answer: 
Kira Karantonis
Mr Congeniality: 
Lucas Ruf
Ms Congeniality: 
Lebo Mashigo

Thank you to Master Models, Big Bear 
Spur in White River, Mugg & Bean in 
White River, Cappuccinos at Ilanga 
Mall, and Ryan Tate of Prime Sport 
for their sponsorship of the generous 
prizes. Master Models sponsored 
the main prize: a two-year modelling 
bursary valued at R10 000, as well as 
a trip to Florida for the International 
Talent Show in 2020 for our 2019 
Mr and Miss Congeniality. Special 
thanks also to Uplands’ own Carolina 
Fernandes, Miriam Chale, the Bishop 
House dancers and Shamilah Abú-
Bacar for providing entertainment.

Mrs Lisa Karatonis
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Community Service

2019 proved to be a busy but 
productive year for community service. 
Uplands continued to offer an array of 
opportunities for pupils to get involved 
in all facets of school life. In this way 
students are afforded an opportunity 
to get involved with the broader 
community and contribute towards 
making a difference in society. 

We continued to support and interact 
with children from Millennium Home 
of Hope, Uplands pupils teaching 
Maqamela Primary School children 

from Kabokweni through SMILE, we 
supported and interacted with the 
elderly at Rustig Old Age Home, visited 
the SPCA in White River and interacted 
with students from Zikodze Secondary 
School. Our pupils are spoilt for choice 
and learn a lot from their interaction 
with these different organisations and 
in a way we make a difference in their 
lives. 

Lula Orphanage Centre was spoilt 
with goodies twice this year. Our tutor 
orphan project was very successful. 

Tutor groups raised funds and we were 
able to buy groceries for the orphans 
at Lula Drop-in Centre.  Christmas 
came early for Lula Orphanage and 
Millennium Home of Hope - thanks to 
Uplands Preparatory, Uplands College 
and Rotary for their contributions.
None of this would have been possible 
without the commitment of our 
College staff and our pupils who are 
so passionate and generous. A huge 
thank-you goes to all of them.

Mrs Ivy Mpangane

Zikodze Community Service

Left to right:  Tshitshi Mdluli, Ruth Chaliyumba, Mrs Ivy Mpangane, Ms Siphe’sihle Shazi, Ercilio Simbine, Ayanda Ndlovu.

Mandela Day 2019

“What counts in life is 
not the mere fact that we have 
lived. It is what difference we 

have made to the lives of others 
that will determine the signifi-

cance of the life we lead.”

- Mr Nelson 
Mandela
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CANSA Shavathon
The pupils and staff of Uplands 
College showed their support for 
CANSA and cancer patients at the 
CANSA Shavathon hosted by the 
CANSA Debutantes. Pupils contributed 
by having their hair shaved or sprayed. 

We thank the Uplands College CANSA 
Debutantes for their hard work in 
raising the funds and awareness to 
support this important cause.
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CANSA Ball

The Uplands CANSA Debutantes 
celebrated their hard work and 
fundraising efforts at this year’s 
CANSA Ball, held at the Emnotweni 
Arena on Friday 25 October. Our 
CANSA Debutantes raised more funds 
than any other school. We thank Mrs 

Yulandi van Zyl and the 2019 CANSA 
Debutantes for their amazing efforts in 
raising a whopping R195 206 - 45 for 
this great cause.

CANSA Fundraiser winners - Beulah 
Alberts, Kiara Wales and Lauren 

Woodrow - combined their efforts to 
raise funds. We congratulate these 
young ladies on their hard work and on 
winning the Top Achiever Trophy for the 
Mpumalanga Lowveld CANSA Region.

Mrs Yulandi van Zyl
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Millennium Home of Hope

Rustig Old Age Home
One of the community services we
undertake is to visit Rustig Old Age
Home every week during term. This
is an activity that is open to all from
Grade 8 to 12 and is a favourite
amongst many pupils. It is always

full, as we have a limited amount of
space. We visit the assisted living and
frail care sections of the home and
the pupils engage with the elderly by
listening to them regaling stories of
the ‘Old Days’ and their lives. Some

also play board games, etc. with the
residents and look forward to seeing
those they have built up relationships
with.

Rev’d Andrew Simons

Millennium Home of Hope is a 
community-based project which was 
started in February 2000. It provides 
care to babies and children up to 
the age of six, who are orphaned, 
abandoned or come from difficult 
circumstances.  Every Wednesday, a 
group of Uplands learners visited the 
home to help care for and play with the 

children who live there. 

This was a wonderful opportunity for 
Uplands teenagers to engage with and 
interact with these vulnerable children. 
I would highly recommend a visit to the 
friendly environment of Millennium!

Mrs Yulandi van Zyl

We all need a SMILE
The Uplands SMILE programme is our
most established community service
initiative. For 20 years, our senior
students have met every Wednesday
with Junior Primary learners from
Maqamela School, to teach them
conversational English and formulate
friendships with the young children.
Topics taught are our family; colours
and food; our environment and saving
the rhino. Each week is concluded
with dancing and singing (most often
to “Head, shoulders, knees and toes”).
Our pupils love the interaction and
are really great with the young ones –
mutual learning takes place.

The SMILE programme would not be 
possible without the ongoing, long term 
support from Outreach and particularly 
“Mamma V” as she is affectionately 
known.

Mrs Sharon van Reenen
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SMILE Team 

Left to right: Melanie Luis, Taeghan Langdon, Sonieka Snyman, Mrs Sharon van Reenen,  
Grace Garratt, Savannah van Maanen, Nancy Garcia
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Uplands / Penryn Cultural Derby
To kick off our 2019 Derby, we started 
with our Culture Derby on Wednesday 
the 22nd of May. Uplands was once 
again ready and excited for the Derby, 
hosted by Penryn. This year, we 
focused on showcasing the cultural 
talents from each school, instead of 
merely staging a competition.
Uplands presented three highly-
polished and diverse items, each 
directed by a group of Matric 
magic–makers. Our musical item 
Shallow saw Jenna Rawlinson and 
Adriaan Engelbrecht shine on stage, 
accompanied by our musicians led by 

Lucas Ruf on piano and comprising 
of Kyla de Lange on drums, Okuhle 
Mavuso on bass guitar, Miriam Chale 
and Arman Suleman on acoustic 
guitar.

Our second item was a choral 
verse directed by Nkosisphile 
Matsebula and Carolina Fernandes. 
This performance highlights our 
differences and similarities as 
human beings, woven through Maya 
Angelou’s poem Human Family. To 
end off the night, our brilliant dancers, 
directed by Bruna Jeque, wowed the 

crowd with their diverse and breath-
taking moves which featured snippets 
of African House, Trap, Hip-hop and 
contemporary dance styles.

Ms Jennifer Schaum, our Uplands 
College Art teacher, is so proud that 
Uplands continues to maintain the 
legacy of top-notch performances. 
Thank you to our Matric students for 
having the dedication, vision and drive 
to lead our performers to achieve an 
exceptional standard of excellence.

Ms Jennifer Schaum
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Uplands vs Penryn Derby
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Uplands vs Penryn Derby took place 
on the 24th and 25th May 2019.

Uplands competed against Penryn 
across the various activities, namely: 
Tennis, Debating, Chess, Netball, 
Boys’ and Girls’ Hockey as well as 
Rugby. All the Boys’ and Girls’ 1st and 
2nd tennis teams won their matches.

Uplands Debating was represented by 
a Junior and Senior team. The Junior 
team was presented with the following 
topic: “This house would cancel 
developing countries’ debt.” Uplands 
speakers opposed this motion and 
won. The Senior team was presented 
with the following topic: “This house 
supports the use of the death 
penalty.” Uplands speakers proposed 
the motion and won.  

Best Speaker for the Debate was 
awarded to Gina Strachan. Chess had 
some tough competition, drawing the 
first round and narrowly losing by one 
point in the second.

Uplands Netball played 9 games, 
losing 3 and winning 6. The 1st team 
managed to turn the away loss to a 
home win. Uplands Boys’ Hockey drew 
2 games and won 2 games, while 
Uplands Girls’ Hockey lost 2 games 
and won 4 games.Uplands Rugby 
were very successful and did not lose 
across any of the teams represented.

Well done to each and every staff 
member, coach and pupil who played 
or supported our school!

Mr Brendan Fowler
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Athletics
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This season started with a big change 
and we are still busy rolling over into 
our new structure for Athletics. We 
started off the season with our Inter- 
House Field Events, where Lebogang 
Mashigo, Amani Omar, Johnathan 
Fouché, Adriaan Engelbrecht and 
Bongani Mabuza walked away as 
Victrix and Victor after all the events. 

At the Triple J event that also 
happened in the fourth term, we 
invited Della Alberts (who was at 
that point a Grade 7 Prep pupil) 
to compete with the College. Della 
was selected for the Provincial team 
and she competed for Mpumalanga 
in November 2018. Our team was 
captained by Valentine Hlatshwayo, 
Kubobonke Nkosi and Daniel 
Hermens who all have a huge 
passion for the sport and they were 
phenomenal in their role during the 
season. The Top 15 team showed 
great strength and determination 
in achieving three medals and a 
few personal best performances, 
achieving an ABSA Table point over 
720. 

We are looking into our first Athletics 
training camp and full Inter-House 
to run at the end of the year, 
creating the opportunity to select 
a team before the season starts 
and providing our athletes with a 
December holiday programme. At the 
end of another season, we should 
like to express our appreciation to 
the staff, parents and most of all our 
dedicated athletes willing to offer up 
their Saturdays to compete for their 
school with pride and passion. 
The following awards were made, 
based on the 2018/2019 season: 

Sportsmanship and Endeavour:  
Kamogelo Theledi and 
Valentine Hlatshwayo 

Athlete of the Year: 
Boys: Sandile Mdluli 
Girls: Amani Omar and Diyana Omar

“When your legs can’t run anymore, 
run with your heart!” 

Mrs Monette Stratford
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Athletics Team

Front row: Unathi Ngwenya, Demelza Awogu, Kamogelo Theledi, Lebogang Mashigo,  
Njabulo Madzhie, Wandile Sibiya, Amani Omar

Second row: Ashanti Masangu, Lwandzile Dlamini, Emily Mankge, Nalyne Govene, Caelan Brent, Delouise Alberts
Third row: S’mangaliso Silinda, Valentine Hlatshwayo, Hansel Awogu, Eduardo Semba,  

Camilla Alexander, Ethan Heyns, Mpilo Maphanga
Fourth row: Marco Froes, Daniel Hermens, Sandile Mdluli, Lindelani Mavuso,  

Jason Zandamela, Kubobonke Nkosi, Lee Mashiri
Back row: Sarah-Jane Dongo, Michelle Mabuza, Mrs Unenceba Magagula,  

Miss Genevieve Keyter, Mrs Monette Stratford, Akilimali Mabuza
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Cricket
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Throughout the 2019 cricket season, 
there were many positive things to 
highlight. The most notable positive 
was the respect and courtesy that 
every single individual has towards 
coaches and parents whilst playing 
at home or in away matches.

On match days, everyone got 
together to play for each other 
and for the school. This season all 
teams played their 20 over cricket 
in colourful clothing and with a pink 
cricket ball. This was exciting for 
the boys and it added a new feel to 
cricket during the week. This season 
the focus was on being a good 
person first and foremost and then 
being a good cricketer. It was through 
this that we managed to achieve 

some outstanding results. 

This season saw 31 fifties and 4 
hundreds being scored collectively 
between both boys and girls. Special 
mention must be made of Torr Turner 
(U14), Barney Poulsom (U14), Kyle 
Klesse (1st XI) and Katie Prior (Girls’ 
1st Team). These young cricketers 
proved to be key figures for Uplands 
Cricket in 2019. 

To end off the season, we are proud 
to have eight players representing  
Mpumalanga at various levels. 
Uplands Cricket is in a good space 
and we hope to continue these  
excellent performances in 2020.

Mr Kimren Pather
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1st XI Boys’ Cricket Team

Left to right:  Sellin de Beer, Duncan Davies-Webb, Jean-Pierre Minnaar, Dylan Howe-Dreyer, Christen Taylor, Kyle Klesse, 
Caelen Brent, Kieran McDonald, Beon Pienaar, Mr Hendrik Joubert, Mr Kimren Pather, Jonathan Clark, Michael Robbertze, 

Cray Archdeacon, Samuel Brown, Wesley Tendaupenyu

1st XI Girls’ Cricket Team

Left to right:  Ceilidh Ferguson, Mulalo Bereda, Ella Ward, Cayden Fowler, Kiara Nel, Shea Viljoen, Mrs Karen van Wyk, 
Mrs Sarah Viljoen, Katherine Prior, Emily Mankge, Danielle Potgieter, Kiera Viljoen, Ashanti Masangu, Sarah Jane Dongo, 

Mpilo Maphanga
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2nd Team Cricket

Left to right:   Cale Barry, Bevan Masher, Caleb Izeboud, Vaughn van Reenen, Mr Andrew McArthur, Charlie Greer, 
Sam Brown, Sean van Wyk, Katherine Prior, Mark Kaeosaenchai, Ben Smith

U15 A Cricket Team

Left to right:  Barney Poulsom, Jake Holland, Josh Hulley-Miller, Torr Turner, Mr Mpendulo Nkosi, Mr Michael Gill, 
Wesley Tendaupenyu, Duncan Davies-Webb, Matthew Gardiner, Werno de Kock, Samuel Brown, 

Bryce Russell, Sellin de Beer, Adam Rogers

U14 Cricket Team

Left to right:  Dylan Pappas, Ethan Heyns, Adam Rogers, Torr Turner, Jake Holland, Barney Poulsom, Mr Frederik Prinsloo, 
Wihan Blom, Jordan Wagner-Renaud, Nicholas Ross, Vuxa Hlatswayo, Gopolang Koma, Bryce Russell

“I have a self-made quote: Celebrate diversity, 
practice acceptance and may we all choose peaceful options to conflict.”     

 - Donzella Michele Malone
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Equestrian Centre
We are privileged to have an 
Equestrian Centre within the beautiful 
school grounds here at Uplands 
School.  This enables pupils who 
are boarding to bring their horses or 
ponies with them when they board, as 
well as providing excellent stabling, 
paddocks and riding facilities for all 
our children and parents to enjoy.

A Riding School on the property, 
catering for different levels of riders 
in a variety of disciplines, as well as 
a range of horses and ponies to ride, 
positions the Uplands Equestrian 
Centre as a great addition to the 
already impressive Uplands offering.  
There are several quality arenas to 
choose from, which include a Jumping 
Arena and a Dressage Arena with 

stunning scenery for leisurely outrides. 
We offer lessons with a selection 
of instructors, Pony Camps, Pony 
Parties, Clinics, Therapy Riding and 
much more. Our riding school asks 
young riders to participate in our 
own in-house Internal Assessments 
which give young riders goals and the 
opportunity to present their learning 
achievements.

Graded and Recreational  shows are 
hosted regularly throughout the year. 
The Uplands Equestrian Centre show 
venue is a firm favourite among the 
Mpumalanga horse riding community. 
Maintaining a holistic approach to 
horse riding and  teaching interaction 
with and knowledge around the 
horses and ponies are our goals. 

We encourage visiting the stables 
whenever there is spare time, not just 
for a lesson, but to help, socialise, 
pamper, preen the animals and 
develop personal confidence.  The 
pupils at the Equestrian Centre differ 
in their ages, levels of ability and 
general know-how around horses and 
find joy in assisting younger or less 
experienced riders, so that strong 
bonds have developed around our 
magnificent horses. 

Visitors, horsey and non-horsey, are 
always welcome at the Equestrian 
Centre to benefit from the calming 
atmosphere that only horses and 
ponies can bring to a busy school life.

Ms Friederike Koep
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Hockey

The Hockey season of 2019 was 
indeed an excellent one. From the 
start of 2019, both Boys’ and Girls’ 
Hockey started off with a big Pre-
season. Through the guidance of 
both Mr Alex Gitlin and Mr Bryan 
Longbottom, both Boys’ Hockey and 
Girls’ Hockey prepared their skills for 
the upcoming season. 

Our goal going into the Hockey season 
was to provide each team with the 
opportunity to train on our state-of-
the-art astro turf – with the intention 
of upskilling each player individually, 
but also to provide each player with 
an equal opportunity to develop. On a 
weekly basis, Hockey-specific training 
ideas as well as specific conditioning 
programmes were circulated to 
each team to increase athletic 
development.

During the season, Uplands Hockey 
took part in 5 festivals and 7 derbies. 
In total, 100 games were played in the 
season, with an impressive statistic of 
140 goals scored. 

We are proud to announce that 
Uplands Hockey has 12 Mpumalanga 
Hockey representatives and we wish 
them all the best in their upcoming 
tour. 

Uplands Hockey…prepare, produce 
and pride.

Mr Bryan Longbottom
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1st Boys’ Hockey Team

Left to right:  Eugene Roux,  Vaughn van Reenen (Captain),  Kyle Klesse,  Joseph Mathebula,  Hansel Awogu,  Alex Lane,  
Sellin de Beer,  Beon Pienaar,  Mr Alex Gitlin,  Caleb Izeboud,  Milile Labe,  Mhlenghi Fakudze,  Hopewell Sidell,  

Bevan Masher,  Frederich de Koker

1st Girls’ Hockey Team

Left to right:  Amber Freestone, Lebogang Mashigo, Eloïse van Tonder, Eva Steffensen, Nalyne Govene, Shea Viljoen, 
Miss Amy Phillips, Mr Bryan Longbottom, Valentine Hlatshwayo, Nandi Khumalo, Lindelwa Fakude, Kayla Schefermann, 

Eryn Treherne, Isabella Carvalho, Jess Loudon, Katie Prior, Sally James

2nd Boys’ Hockey Team

Left to right: Sandile Mdluli, Itumeleng Ngcobo, Kubobonke Nkosi, Ofentse Manana, Conor Thomson, Arman Suleman, 
Ndumiso Nopote, Lucas Ruf, Kgothatso Selepe, Mr Dave Goodwin, Bjorn Masher, Lee Mashiri, Vishal Cangi, 

Reece Robertson, Michael Robbertze, Tristan Vorster, Siph’esihle Mpangane, Kieran McDonald      

2nd Girls’ Hockey Team

Left to right:  Patricia Notten, Ella Ward, Minenhle Mlambo, Helena Masher, Sara Archdeacon, Drew Erskine, 
Ongopotse Aphane, Jireh de Almeida, Bruna Gouws, Mrs Sharon van Reenen, Ceilidh Ferguson, Sarah Jane Dongo,

Lucy van der Meulen, Mulalo Bereda, Lesego Shakwane, Olwethu Maliba, Buhle Mashabane, Abbigal Wood, 
Kira Karantonis, Farrah Cruse, Abigail Alexander, Mishka Jacobs
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U16 A Boys’ Hockey team

Left to right: Attaico Diallo, Josh Karantonis, Ozayo Mamba, Eduardo Semba, Mark Keasanchai, Samuel Brown, 
Jake Rose, Mr Michael Gill, Zandré de Kock, Daniel Jacobs, Luke Smythe, Duncan Davies-Webb, Shandukane Etsane, 

Wesley Tendaupenyu, Werno de Kock, Matthew Gardiner, Micthell Davies-Webb

U16 B Boys’ Hockey Team

Left to right:  Shandu Etsane, Wesley Tendaupenyu, Matthew Gardiner, Zinhle Ngutshani, Bonga Manana, 
Mr Tyron Rowe-Needham, Tristan Vorster, Christian Werner, Tshepang Mmako, Khaya Luphoko, Ataico Diallo, 

Kobus van der Westhuyzen

U16 A Girls’ Hockey Team

Left to right:  Amani Omar, Sameerah Karodia, Sumari Naudé, Awethu Mlambo, Sonieka Snyman, Emily Mankge, 
Camilla Alexander, Zia Hoppè, Mrs Cherise Nel, Riana Poulsom, Gemma Mantle, Sarah Hume, 

Hannah Drewes, Grace Garratt

U16 B Girls’ Hockey Team

Left to right:  Kesi Mtshweni, Jordan Mitchell, Raquel Thomson, Metja Mosehla, Iida Vienings, Khunjulwa Sithole, 
Miss Genevieve Keyter, Miriam Chale, Jessica Buchanan, Shamilah Abú-Bacar, Mpilo Maphanga, 

Phiwayinkhosi Simelane, Ashanti Masangu
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U15 A Girls’ Hockey Team

Left to right:  Denise Wacitel, Michella Mabuza, Marcé Cilliers, Lily Cook, Amy Prior, Mathilde Notten Jayde Wood, 
Rachel White, Miss Amy Phillips, Mr Bryan Longbottom, Yússura Miquidade, Ntsako Silinda, Noluthando Nkosi, Kiara Nel, 

Chantal Bourdin, Cayden Fowler

U15 B Girls’ Hockey Team

Left to right:  Vezokuhle Singwane, Owethu Ntsepe, Kutloano Mohapi, Shikara Leslie, Evah Ncongwane, Luana Nuvunga, 
Sthembile Mthethwa, Praise Zitha, Miss Karyn van Jaarsveldt, Rachel Cruse, Adrienne Southern, Hlulani Manzini, 

Shantel Mabuza, Luleka Masuku

U14 A Boys’ Hockey team

Left to right:  Michael Sarmento, Lwazi Silinda, Jake Holland, Marco Fróes, Vuxa Hlatshwayo, Adam Rodgers, Torr Turner, 
Malick Miquidade, Mr Andrew McArthur, Bongane Matenja, Gopolang Koma, Alexander Garrido-Mirapeix, Joshua Gardiner, 

Barney Poulsom, Khethani Matsinhe, Bryce Russell, Ethan Heyns

U14 A Girls’ Hockey Team

Left to right:  Delouise Alberts, Jade Tinker, Gemma MacFarlane, Abigail Webber, Caitlin Smith, Claudia Klesse, Carolien 
Pienaar, Mrs Lisa Karantonis, Siyandziswa Mohammed, Charlotte Davis, Demelza Awogu, Mutshidzi Bereda, Kiera Viljoen, 

Eden Izeboud, Nthabiseng de Almeida, Sydnee Mitchell
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U14 B Girls’ Hockey Team

Left to right:  Britney Bingandadi, Miria Hadjicosti, Kierra Luyt, Rayana Suleman, Lara Vienings, Langelihle Nokwazi, 
Isabella Wood, Taeghan Langdon, Miss Stacy Swart, Ingrid Banza, Mariony Nkomo, Victoria Ojo, Ruby James, 

Lisa-Marie vd Merwe, Hannah von Falkenhausen, Khanimamba Nkuna, Kwathisani Etsane, Atshene Phatswane, 
Lesedi Sedibe, Mpho Breseno, Unathi Ngwenya

“Diversity, or the state of being different, isn’t the same as inclusion. One is a 
description of what is, while the other describes a style of interaction essential to 

effective teams and organizations.”   

— Bill Crawford

Mountain Biking
This year has been a relatively quiet 
but busy year for Mountain Biking.  
As we lose more and more of our 
surrounding trails near School, it has 
become increasingly difficult to find 
trails for quick afternoon rides. Luckily, 
the MTB trails a bit further afield 
have provided our riders with much 
enjoyment.  The twisty single track is 
excellent for developing skills and the 
beautiful scenery is second to none 
anywhere else in South Africa.

Sadly, the mountain bike team has 
decreased slightly in size and has not 
enjoyed the regular supply of recruits 
usually sent over from the Preparatory 
School. Hopefully, this will change next 
year. One thing all our riders share 
in common is the passion for simply 
being out there on their bikes and this 
is very evident if you spend time riding 
with them.  Although the Spur Series 
was not so successful for us this year, 
we are still one of the local schools 
that support the majority of races 
in our local area and long may this 
continue. Injuries and crashes have 
plagued the team this year, but what 
is most important is that all the riders 
who did get hurt are fully recovered 
and still passionate about mountain 
biking.
 
Highlights of the year definitely 
included camping trips to Merry 
Pebbles, Mankele and watching 
Adrian Bullen win his age group at 
Forest 2 Falls, Leonard and Caleb 
performing awesomely at the Three 
Towers, staying at Hippo Hollow and 
riding through the hotel at breakfast 
time, not to mention all the Saturday 
trips away to races around the area.  
 
As a coach,  I should like to say how 
much I have enjoyed the company 
of all the riders and their families 
at MTB Events, the places we have 
been, the immense fun and laughter 
in the evenings around a braai, 

cleaning bikes in rivers (some people 
in swimming pools), the absolutely 
exhausted faces after a race and the 
quietness of a minibus as riders who 
have given it their all sleep on the way 
home.  You are an incredible bunch of 
people and I have genuinely enjoyed 
your company.  I wish you all the best 
for the future and hope you will all 
continue to ride for the right reasons 
and support Mr Gibbs as he takes 
over mountain biking in 2020.  

Mr Richard Boyle
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Mountain Biking Team

Left to right:  Matthew Easton, Charlotte Davis, Zayaan Omar, JP Visagie, Marinus van den Ende, Nathan Smith, 
Ben Smith, Mr Richard Boyle, Sean van Wyk, Adrian Bullen, Leonard Brugman, Amy Gibbs, Caleb Izeboud

“When we listen and celebrate what is both common and different, 
we become a wiser, more inclusive, and better organization.”    

- Pat Wadors

Netball

Netball at Uplands has major 
potential. The season started before 
the end of the first term with tough 
competition against Cornwall Hill 
College. A few dedicated girls with 
their coaches attended a training 
Clinic with the likes of Erin Berger 
(current South African player) and 
Elize Kotze (former South Africa 
Coach). The U14 girls were an 
amazing group of extremely talented, 
dedicated and passionate young 
girls. The U15 girls had the most 
spectacular season, winning the 
majority of their games.

The U16 girls had a glorious 
kaleidoscope of young ladies with a 
love for netball which was evident in 
their passion and dedication. They 

had a challenging season, but the girls 
left it all on the court with each match. 
Many girls played through injuries and 
poor health, but that only reflected 
their commitment to the team as 
a whole. The camaraderie and 
sportsmanship displayed is always to 
be admired. 

The Senior teams, consisting of 34 
players in Grades 11 and 12, were 
dedicated to netball throughout the 
term.  The 1st team played a total 
of 21 games this past season and, 
although the win to lose ratio was not 
in our favour, hopefully next year will 
be more positive as the majority of the 
players will still be present.
 
Mr Brendan Fowler
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1st Netball Team 

Left to right:  Lindelwa Fakude, Khumo Ranape, Valentine Hlatshwayo, Michelle Lear, Andile Mabuza, Mr Brendan Fowler, 
Mrs Casey Fowler, Lebogang Mashigo, Khunjulwa Sithole, Kelly Semba

2nd Netball Team

Left to right:  Minenhle Mlambo, Eryn Treherne, Jena Rawlinson, Thapelo Mmadi, Tiyani Sibuyi, Mrs Casey Fowler, 
Mr Brendan Fowler, Tebogo Lekhuwane, Noluvuyo Mzangwe, Nandi Khumalo, Tshitshi Mdluli, Abigail Alexander

3rd Netball Team 

Left to right:  Savannah van Maanen, Candice Tsabedze, Abigail Alexander, Masana Nkhwashu, Lesego Shakewane, 
Mr Brendan Fowler, Mrs Casey Fowler, Tebogo Lekhuwane, Minenhle Mlambo, Ruth Chaliyumba, Mulalo Bereda

U16 A Netball Team

Left to right:  Eva Steffensen, Georgia Chirgwin, Sumari Naudé, Mrs Casey Fowler, Mr Brendan Fowler, Gemma Mantle, 
Jordan Mitchell, Nalyne Govene, Nicole Popova
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U16 B Netball Team

Left to right:  Mpilo Maphanga, Ashanti Masangu, Riana Poulsom, Reese Müller, Sonieka Snyman, Phiwayinkhosi 
Simelane, Mrs Unenceba Magagula, Olwethu Dube, Jessica Buchanan, Emily Mankge, Metja Mosehla, Tlotlo Davis, 

Carla Neto, Jaden Hanson-White

U15 A Netball Team

Left to right:  Owethu Ntsepe, Tamryn de Lange, Noluthando Nkosi, Hlulani Manzini, Charmaine Mhlanga, 
Mrs Monette Stratford, Michelle Mabuza, Denise Wacitela, Ntsako Silinda, Amy Prior, Cayden Fowler

U15 B Netball Team

Left to right:  Marcé Cilliers, Rachel White, Noluthando Nkosi, Mrs Monette Stratford, Anika Miquidade, 
Charmaine Mhlanga, Chantal Bourdin, Owethu Ntsepe, Kiara Nel

U15 C Netball Team

Left to right:  Sthembile Mthethwa, Mathilde Notten, Luleka Masuku, Rachel Cruse, Adrienne Southern, Olwenkosi Maliba, 
Miss Chizelda Potgieter, Miss Annelize Morgan, Shantel Mabuza, Awethu Mlambo, Luana Nuvunga, Vezokuhle Singwane, 

Jayde Wood, Praise Zitha
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U14 A Netball Team

Left to right:  Nthabiseng de Almeida, Eden Izeboud, Sydnee Mitchell, Mrs Ashleigh Ernstzen, Victoria Ojo, Ingrid Banza, 
Demelza Awogu, Atshene Phatshwane

U14 B Netball Team

Left to right:  Jade Tinker, Claudia Klesse, Isabella Wood, Caitlin Smith, Macayle Visagie, Mrs Ashleigh Ernstzen, 
Linda Shabangu, Mutshidzi Bereda, Rayana Suleman, Abigail Webber, Ruby James 

U14 C Netball Team

Left to right: Hannah von Falkenhausen, Langelihle Sibisi, Jessica Whyte, Miria Hadjicosti, Taeghan Langdon, 
Zethu Lubede, Unathi Ngwenya, Sanele Mpofu, Miss Annelize Morgan, Miss Chizelda Potgieter, Lesedi Sedibe, 
Khanimamba Nkuna, Siyandziswa Mohammed, Naledi Mpele, Lisa-Marie van der Merwe, Britney Bingandadi, 

Kierra Luyt, Mariony Nkomo, Khwathisani Etsane

“A diverse mix of voices leads to better discussions, 
decisions, and outcomes for everyone.”  

- Sundar Pichai
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Rugby
Uplands rugby continued to enjoy 
another year of growth as all age 
groups had successful seasons, 
by either winning the majority 
of their fixtures or showing vast 
improvements throughout the year. 
Both the U14s and U15s stood out 
in the development department, as 
their improvement saw them get the 
better of schools they had lost to the 
previous season. 

The U16s started the season relying 
heavily on two or three players. 
This resulted in some disappointing 
performances early on when these 
players were injured. However, 
their character and their belief in 
themselves and their teammates 
improved dramatically over time. 
By the end of the season, almost 
every player was performing well 
above what they previously thought 
themselves capable of. The highlights 
of the season were the second halves 
against both Southdowns and Trinity 
House. In those games, the boys 
had to show true character to stage 
comebacks. It was a successful 
comeback against Southdowns, 
but they left themselves with too 
much to catch up against Trinity. 
Another obvious highlight was the 
comprehensive victories against 
Penryn.

The 2nd XV has had a short yet 
successful season. They started off 
with a win against Lowveld High, 
which was an impressive turnaround 
from last year’s result and this set the 
tone for the remainder of the season. 
The boys worked hard at playing the 
Uplands brand of rugby and stuck by 
one another throughout. They capped 
off the season with a convincing 
victory over St Peter’s College. In 
summary, we played a total of 6 
games with 5 wins and 1 loss. 

Scores: 
Uplands College 20 – 19 Lowveld High
Uplands College 38 – 5 Cornwall Hill College
Uplands College 19 – 5 Penryn College
Uplands College 14 – 45 Rob Ferreira
Uplands College 31 – 12 Penryn College
Uplands College 60 – 3 St Peter’s College

The First XV had a memorable 
season, playing attractive, expansive 
rugby which resulted in 81 tries 
being scored. Full credit must go to 
Matthew Potgieter for his outstanding 
leadership throughout.  

Scores:
Kamhlushwa U19  37 - 10
Lowveld High School  12 - 10
St Dunstan’s College  67 - 08
Cornwall Hill College  33 - 13
Vereeniging gym 2nds 47 - 10
Wonderboom High School 21 - 14
Sybrand van Niekerk  45 - 0
St Andrew’s School  43 - 19
Lydenburg High School 10 - 53
Glenwood House   21 - 05
Penryn College  27 - 15
Rob Ferreira   12 - 35
Southdowns College  61 - 12
Trinity House  36 - 15
Penryn College  19 - 16
St Peter’s College  56 - 12

Played 16, Won 14, Lost 2
Points for: 547
Points against: 247

Mr Vince Gelderbloem

1st Rugby Team

Left to right:  Reece Robertson, Christen Taylor, Stuart McCarter, Adriaan Engelbrecht, Nicholas Smythe, 
Siphelele Dlamini, Denilson Mabasso, Artur Verissimo, Maximilian Haller, Manuel Machiana Junior, Mr Brandon Potgieter, 

Mr Vincent Gelderbloem, Mr Michael Gill, Michael Watson, Kamogelo Theledi, Matthew Potgieter, Frederich de Koker, 
Jason Mantle, Ricardo Gonzalez Noda, Lee Mashiri, Eben Snyman, Aden Haussmann, Bongani Mabuza, 

Munesuishe Bopoto, McLaws Ndinisa, Jurgens Fourie, Thato Sebopela, Anderson Fulane

2nd Rugby Team

Seated: Joseph Mathebula, Milile Labe, Christen Taylor, Cray Archdeacon
Standing: Maximilian Haller, Keyven Satar, Kgothatso Selepe, Denilson Mabasso, Artur Verissimo Junior,  
Pedro Schimidt E Moraes, Julio Helena, Benjamin Waring, Mr Kimren Pather, Mr Tyron Rowe-Needham, 

Manuel Machiana Junior, Sandelwe Dlamini, Okuhle Mavuso, Lee Mashiri, Eugene Roux, Dylan Teixeira, Eben Snyman, 
Siphelele Dlamini, Itumeleng Ngcobo, Ronnie Nhalevilo
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U16 Rugby Team

Left to right:  Hansel Awogu, Wandile Sibiya, Thamsanqa Ceko, Dylan Marks, Kobus van der Westhuyzen, Beon Pienaar, 
Zandre de Kock, Marco Teixeira, Luke Smythe, Alex Lane, Johnathan Fouché, Matthew Whyte, Adam Davies, 

Mr July Mthimunye, Mr Andre Leroy, Zinhle Ngutshani, Ataico Diallo, Thabang Malaza, Caelan Brent, Kubobonke Nkosi, 
Lwandzile Dlamini, Chinguane Mabote, Renato Pessane, Mhlengi Fakudze, Dylan Howe-Dreyer, Akilimali Mabuza

U15 Rugby Team 

Seated/Kneeling: Shandukane Etsane, Matthew Gardiner, Barney Poulsom, Mitchell Davies-Webb, Samuel Brown.
Standing: Werno de Kock, Duncan Davies-Webb, Ygal Tavares, Chatchawan (Mark) Kaeosaenchai, Victor Soko, Nicholas 
Greathead, Dimitri Jones, Jacob Maude, Mr Pieter van Zyl, Mr Greg Rea, Fumi Makhubele, Jake Rose, Josh Hulley-Miller, 

Mphilisi Kasaro, Khaya Luphoko, Yánick Guilaze, Oreokame Manonyane, Allan Verissimo

Senior Rugby 7’s Team

Left to right: Chinguane Mabote, Thabang Malaza, Ricardo Gonzalez Noda, Thamsanqa Ceko, Luke Smythe, Julio Helena, 
Reece Robertson, Mr Vincent Gelderbloem, Mr Kamogelo Theledi, Mr Brandon Potgieter, Lee Mashiri, Thato Sebopela, 

Lwandzile Dlamini, Kubobonke Nkosi, Kobus van der Westhuyzen, Marco Texeira, Matthew Whyte

U14 Rugby Team

Left to right:  Malick Miquidade, Lwazi Silinda, Gopolang Makhoma, Michael Sarmento, James Ward, Christopher Steyn, 
Hugo Schuler, Stuart Billingham, Khethani Masinhe, Nicholas Ross, Marco Froes, Vuxa Hlatshwayo, Mr Avuyile Bekebu, Mr 

Frederik Prinsloo, Kristau Leeuwner, Dylan Pappas, Jason Zandamela, Motheo Motshegare, Joshua Gardiner, 
Bongane Mathenja, Pedro Samina, Ethan Heyns, Taropafadzwa Chinhoi, Kgodisho Mabelu, Loris Chamuco, 

Ashley Chidoma, Zack Smith and Bryce Russell. 
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“There are no nations! There is only humanity. 
And if we don’t come to understand that right soon, 

there will be no nations, because there will be no humanity.”    

- Isaac Asimov

2019 has seen soccer at Uplands 
make steady ground. We have an 
established system of coaching and 
mentoring, staffed by dedicated 
and professional staff members. 
Uplands has enjoyed the benefits of 
this structure and we are producing 
solid and well-disciplined teams every 
year. Our students stand out in their 

local leagues, not only as talented 
individuals but as true gentlemen 
who play the game with integrity 
and honour. They have been great 
ambassadors for the College and are 
highly thought of by others.
 
We were fortunate to be able to travel 
to our annual St Peter’s Tournament 

and the boys performed very well. They 
did themselves and the school proud 
and we hope to build on this positive 
momentum in the years to come.  
Soccer is on the rise and we look 
forward to the heights we will achieve 
together.

Mr Pieter van Zyl

Soccer
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Junior Rugby 7’s Team

Left to right:    Victor Soko, Rifumo Makhubele, Mitchell Davies-Webb, Shandukane Etsane, Ygal Tavares, 
Mark Kaeosaenchai, Wandile Sibiya, Mr Greg Rea, Marco Froes, Oreokame Manonyane, Allan Verissimo, 

Taro Chinhoi, Jake Rose, Joshua Hulley-Miller
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Senior Girls’ Soccer Team

Left to right:  Tshitshi Mdluli, Demelza Awogu, Nalyne Govene, Anathi Nkosi, Lebogang Mashigo, Nandi Khumalo, Valentine 
Hlatshwayo, Mrs Monette Stratford, Mrs Unenceba Magagula, Mandisa Singwane, Khunjulwa Sithole, Khumo Ranape, 

Beulah Alberts, Michelle Mabuza, Jena Rawlinson, Nicole Popova, NoorTonela, Denise Wacitela, Jessica Buchanan

Senior Boys’ Soccer Team

Left to right:  Patrick Speer, Arman Suleman, Caelen Brent (kneeling down), Kgothatso Selepe, Sihle Mpangane, Joseph 
Mathebula, Milile Labe, Hansel Awogu (kneeling down), Thato Sebopela, Mr Nick Joubert, Lwandzi Dlamini, Luigi Scoilla, 

Mhlengi Fakudze, Sandile Mdluli, Itumeleng Ngcobo, Kamogelo Theledi, Kubobonke Nkosi, Manuel Machiana Junior

Senior Boys’ Soccer B Team

Left to right:  Pedro Schimidt E Moraes, Lee Mashiri, Njongonkulu Ngomane, Ofentse Manana,  Chibeka Mambwe, 
Bevan Masher, Okuhle Mavuso, Mr Pieter van Zyl, Iano Carvalho, Vishal Cangi,  Bjorn Masher, Chinguane Mabote Junior, 

Zinhle Ngutshani, Bonga Manana, Wanothiswa Masombuka.
Front: Renato Pessane, Thabang Malaza, Sandelwe Dlamini, Iago Carvalho

U15 A Boys’ Soccer Team

Seated: Shandu Etsane, Oreokame Manonyane, Loris Chamuco, Lwazi Silinda, Darren Santana, 
Pedro Samina, Marco Froes

Standing:  Evan Velhanos, Mark Kaeosaenchai, Allan Verissimo, Khaya Luphoko, Joshua Murray, Asandziswa 
Ndzabandzaba, Mr Bryan Longbottom, James Ward, Ozayo Mamba, Tshepang Mmako, Wandile Sibiya, 

Eduardo Semba, Marvin Nhalevilo
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Junior Girls’ Soccer Team 

Left to right:  Miriam Chale, Awethu Mlambo, Anika Miquidade, Nyane Macedo, Yussura Miquidade, Eden Izeboud, 
Rayana Suleman, Sanele Mpofu, Nthabiseng de Almeida, Miss Amy Phillips, Kiara Wales, Amy Prior, Sydnee Mitchell, 

Chantal Bourdin, Michelle Mabuza, Siya Mohammed, Evah Ncongwane, Demelza Awogu, Ayanda Ntimane

Junior Boys’ Soccer B Team

Left to right: Motheo Motshegare, Sphiwosenkosi Maseko, Kristau Leeuwner, Vuxa Hlatshwayo, Mpho Kgatle, Mr Zolani 
Manzini, Kelvin Onyeka, Joshua Murray, Josh van Maanen, Dylan Hay, Andile Khoza, Michael Sarmento

Front:  José Mabote, Gopolang Koma, Malick Miquidade, Bongane Matenja

Squash

Uplands had many successes in 2019 
in the sport of squash. 

Quite a few players took part in the 
Mpumalanga Country districts trials, 
with the following pupils attending 
Country districts in Bloemfontein:
Jessica Louden, Eryn Treherne, 
Nathan Treherne, Dylan Texeira, 

Ayanda Ntimane and Sellin de Beer.
Jessica and Eryn made the U19 A side 
to play at the IPT’s and Ayanda the 
U16B side.

We travelled to the St Mary’s Festival 
where the girls participated in many 
matches over three days. 
The Inter-High Tournament took place 

in Secunda during the April holidays 
and we travelled there with 11 players. 

The girls were placed second and the 
boys third. Finally, we joined the Adult 
C league and had some challenging 
matches, but great experiences.

Left to right:  Vaughn van Reenen, Ayanda Ntimane, Cayden Fowler, Kiara Nel, Jessica Loudon, Lucy van der Meulen, 
Eryn Treherne, Mrs Karen van Wyk, Sellin de Beer, Dylan Teixeira, Nathan Treherne, Lucas Ruf
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Swimming

The Uplands College Swimming team 
grew slightly this year, making it a 
season of growth and encouragement. 

The annual Top Schools’ Gala was held 
at van Riebeeck Park in October, where 

Uplands managed 4th  overall. The 
girls achieved a 3rd place, while our 
boys achieved a 4th place.

At the Ehlanzeni Inter-High, Uplands 
only managed a 5th place overall. 

Kayla Schefermann walked away from 
both the Top Schools gala and the 
Inter-High gala with yet another Victrix 
Ludorum.

Mr Brendan Fowler
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Swimming Team
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Front row: Kayla Schefermann, Hannah Drewes, Chantal Bourdin, Cayden Fowler, Carolien Pienaar.
Second row: Jake Holland, Eloïse van Tonder, Beon Pienaar, Michael Farrell, Kyle Steyn, Eva Steffensen.

Third row: Alice Voigt, Kobus van der Westhuyzen, Ygal Tavares, Ingrid Banza,  Sumari Naudé.
Fourth row: Frederich de Koker, Mitchell Davies-Webb, Conor Thomson, Charlie Greer, Arman Suleman, Abigail Alexander.

Back row: Mrs Ashleigh Ernstzen, Mr Brendan Fowler, Mrs Casey Fowler, Mrs Sarah Viljoen
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Tennis

Uplands Tennis enjoyed one of its most 
prolific seasons in recent years. The 
1st and 2nd teams were made up of 
an incredibly talented group of young 
players who punched above their 
weight with great success. 

The 1st teams entered the highly  
competitive league with high  
expectations. The Boys’ 1st Team 
fought bravely throughout and were 
rewarded with some thrilling wins and 
valuable match experience.  
The Girls’ 1st Team dominated the 
league and had an undefeated record 
in sight for 2019. 
 
Unfortunately, their only loss of the 
season was away to eventual district 
winners, Nelspruit Hoërskool. 

The 1st Team Girls competed in the 
annual St Mary’s DSG tennis  
tournament which hosted other top 
schools from Pretoria and  
Johannesburg. Uplands finished 
runners-up to St Mary’s Waverley.  
The manner in which the girls  
defeated all but one of the much  
bigger schools is a testament to the 
level of tennis at Uplands.

The 1st Boys’ and Girls’ Teams also 
attended the annual Private Schools 
tournament hosted by Sun City Egalite 
Tennis. The best private schools 
from around the country compete 
over the course of a week in a highly 
competitive tournament. Uplands 
showcased immense grit  
and talent. 

The 1st Team Boys improved on the 
previous year’s standing. JP Visagie 
earned the coveted Boys’ Player of the 
Tournament prize as the only  
undefeated player of the tournament. 
The 1st Team Girls dominated once 
again and were extremely unlucky 
to finish as runners-up by a couple 
of points. Natasha Wales took home 
the well-deserved Girls’ Player of the 
Tournament prize. 

Natasha Wales and JP Visagie  
sustained their impressive form 
throughout the season and were 
rewarded with Provincial Colours for 
making the Mpumulanga Tennis Team. 

Mr Nicolaas Joubert

1st Boys’ Tennis Team

Left to right:  Thato Ntimane, Ozayo Mamba, Bjorn Masher, Ataico Diallo, Mrs Ronel Kolbé, 
Mr Nicolaas Joubert, Evan Velhanos, Tanner Abell, J.P. Visagie

1st Girls’ Tennis Team 

Left to right:  Rachel White,  Kiara Wales, Beulah Alberts, Mrs Ronel Kolbé, 
Mr Nicolaas Joubert, Zia Hoppè, Natasha Wales, Delouise Alberts
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2nd Boys’ Tennis Team 

Left to right:  Ozayo Mamba, Dylan Hay, Joshua Murray, Mrs Ronel Kolbé, Mr Nicolaas Joubert, Tanner Abell, 
Thato Ntimane

2nd Girls’ Tennis Team

Left to right:  Eden Izeboud, Kiara Nel, Lucy van der Meulen,  Mrs Ronel Kolbé, Mr Nicolaas Joubert, Delouise Alberts, 
Rachel White

Provincial Representatives 2019
Boys’ Cricket

Sam Brown (U15)
Wesley Tendaupenyu (U15)
Sellin de Beer (U15)
Beon Pienaar (U17)
Dylan Howe-Dreyer (U17)
Christen Taylor (U17)
Kyle Klesse (U19)      
 

Girls’ Cricket

Emily Mankge (U16)
Katherine Prior (U19)
 

Boys’ Hockey

Torr Turner (U14)
Sellin de Beer (U16)
Beon Pienaar (U16)

Mhlengi Fakudze (U16)
Caleb Izeboud (U18)
Milile Labe (U18)
Joseph Mathebula (U18)
Hopewell Sidell (U18)
Vaughn van Reenen (U18)
 

Girls’ Hockey

Carolien Pienaar (U14)
Emily Mankge (U16)
Lebogang Mashigo (U18)
 

Netball

Khunjulwa Sithole (U16)
 

Rugby

Jonathan Clark (U16)

Thato Sebopela (U18)

 Squash

Eryn Treherne (U18)
Jessica Loudon (U18)
 

Swimming

Carolien Pienaar (U14)
Ingrid Banza (U14)
Hannah Drewes (U16)
Kayla Schefferman (U17)
 

Tennis
Natasha Wales (U15)
JP Visagie (U15)
Beulah Alberts (U19)
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Outside Achievements
13th Annual International Student
Leadership Symposium 
Uplands is always in search of 
opportunities to extend our pupils and 
afford them opportunities to develop 
grit, wisdom and a jagged CV. 
Thus, the following students have been 
selected to represent Uplands, and 
Africa, at the 13th Annual International 
Student Leadership Symposium in 
Brussels in March in 2020. 
The member schools are from: Oman, 
Germany, Belgium, China, USA and 

Uplands. It has been an amazing 
privilege to be part of this exclusive 
circle for the past five years. 
The theme for the conference is 
“Gender identity, equality and equity” 
- a concept which is internationally 
topical. As always, we know that our 
students will be enriched by this 
experience. 
The students selected are Sameerah 
Karodia, Lwandzile Dlamini, Amani 
Omar, Alexis Geddes, Beon Pienaar, 
and Luke Smythe.

Senior Hockey Mpumalanga  
Men’s Team
The Senior Hockey Mpumalanga 
Men’s team represented the province 
at the annual Men’s Hockey  
Interpro-vincial Tournament in 
Bloemfontein. Uplands is proud 
of Vaughn van Reenen, who is 
representing his province for the third 
time this year (U18 and U21 included) 
and of Hansel Awogu, for being 
selected to represent their province at 
this top-level tournament.

SA Open Water National
Championships
Kayla Schefermann competed in her
first SA Open Water Championships
held at Jeffrey’s Bay. Seeded 18th in
her age group prior to the start of her
3km race, she ultimately finished 6th
in a time of 42mins30.
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National Eisteddfod
Congratulations to Idiatou Diallo in Grade 11 
who was placed first in Mpumalanga for her 
vocal solo in the National Eisteddfod. She 
was the only entrant to receive a Diploma, 
the highest award in the competition.

SANESA
The SANESA organisation promotes all Equestrian Sport within South 
Africa’s school community. Members of SANESA are represented by each 
member School. Every South African province has SANESA representation, 
and provincially there are four Qualifiers hosted in the first seven months 
of the year; the eight riders with the most accumulated scores are then 
chosen to represent their province at the SANESA Nationals. 
Three Uplands horse riders have been selected as part of the 
Mpumalanga team this year: Ellen Holland competing in Pony Rider 
Novice Dressage and 70cm Showjumping, Jessica Whyte competing in 
1,10m Showjumping and Lia van Wyk competing in Elementary Medium 
Dressage as well as 1,10m Showjumping. The SANESA Nationals 
competition will be hosted at the Misty Meadows Equestrian venue just 
outside Pretoria from the 21st to 28th September. 

Long Distance 500m Shooting event
Congratulations to Hannah Guthrie on 
obtaining a 1st place in the Long Distance 
500m Shooting event. This performance was 
achieved during the 2019 National Range 
Sport Championships which took place in 
Polokwane. She was one of the top three 
shooters chosen to represent Mpumalanga.

Pumas CD Team
Thato Sebopela took 
part in the U18 Academy 
Week, where he was 
chosen to play in the 
Pumas CD Team. 
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Matric Art Exhibition
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This year’s Matric Art Exhibition was 
opened by our top achieving Visual 
Arts student, Farrah Cruse.
Our Uplands Matric Visual Arts Class 
of 2019 has achieved an exceptionally 
high standard of meaningful and 
skilfully-executed imagery. The pupils 
explored a range of styles and media 
in their response to two main themes. 
The two themes seen in the exhibition 

are “New Heritage” and “Liminal”.   
The artworks on show included a 
variety from photography, drawing, 
bronze sculpture, oil painting and 
mixed media.

Uplands is exceptionally proud of this 
talented group of young artists. 

Ms Jennifer Schaum
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Starry Starry Night
One could feel the buzz and growing 
excitement in the build-up to one of 
the most highly anticipated evenings 
of the Grade 12s’ school career. 
Last-minute dress and suit fittings 
were being squeezed in between 
the academic day and sporting 
fixtures, and the younger grades kept 
themselves busy by guessing who 
was going with whom and who was 
going to wear what…  The nervous 
and excited energy was palpable, as 
the Matric pupils of 2019 started to 
arrive, making their memorable and 
grand entrances to a delighted and 
appreciative crowd. 

Rolls Royces, Porsches, vintage 
Chevrolets and even a taxi wowed the 
families, staff, friends and students, 
but the vehicles paled in comparison 
to the overwhelming beauty of the 

Matric students who stepped out of 
the vehicles and onto the red carpet. 

Organising a Matric Dance comes with 
a lot of hard work, many sleepless 
nights and a continuous game of 
tetris, making sure that each piece of 
the puzzle fits perfectly in order for the 
night to be a success. The greatest 
stress, however, is the constant 
concern that the evening will not do 
the Grade 12 students justice. As 
the couples entered the transformed 
hall, their appreciation was audible 
and that is the moment when you 
know that the months of hard work 
were all worth it. “Starry Starry Night” 
proved to be the perfect theme for 
our Matrics of 2019. Our young 
gentlemen and ladies sparkled and 
dazzled in their breathtaking attire 
which complemented the spectacular 

setting. When asked about their night, 
this is what they had to say:

“The Matrics looked so beautiful, as 
did the hall!”

“What a special evening which will 
remain in my heart forever.”

“Thank you for making our evening so 
beautiful.”

“What a night to remember! From the 
delicious food and attention to detail 
to the breathtaking décor and my 
exquisite friends, our Matric Dance 
was more than I had hoped for. Thank 
you to Mrs Viljoen for making this 
evening so special.”

Mrs Sarah Viljoen
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Tribute to Shae-Lynn McHardy
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Tribute to Shae-Lynn McHardy

Scorched sun, baking earth
Wilted flowers, scattered dirt
Moving through the morning glow
A wildfire begins to grow
With wretched speed its flames persist
Searing through the forest grow
As one defiant shrub resists
With strength that most would never 
know
The flames engulfed burnt bright 
intense
The light produced was sheer 
immense
Long after the forest ceased to glow, 
The keeper of the forest explains
That although the shrub then couldn’t 
know
The light she produced still remains

- Andrew Jackson (Past Pupil 2014)

Thank you for always looking out for 
everyone before you did yourself. 

Thank you for the daily arguments 
about  everything and anything. 

The more serious ones ended in hugs, 
sometimes tears, but always “I love 
yous” the next day, 

Thank you for always lifting up my 
mood with your tight hugs and not so 
lovely singing

But, most importantly, thank you for 
teaching me to be strong. 

You were ALWAYS able to find the 
bright side in any difficult situation 
and  I’ll forever admire that in you, 
Shaela.

- Ivandra Matenja 

I never thought that writing a eulogy 

in English last year would actually be 
relevant this early, but life is so crazy 
and unpredictable that it is relevant. 
Shae-Lynn was the purest of souls and 
she stayed strong all the way through. 
She lived her life fully and never 
stopped smiling. A light in all our lives, 
even through her hardest times. I wish 
I could write well enough or speak well 
enough to fully describe everything 
that she was. In these five short years, 
she has taught me so much and I will 
forever be grateful. 

I hope you’re flying across the sky 
and exploring it all as you’ve always 
wanted to.To my second roommate, 
mon petit fromage, my fiancée, an 
actual angel on earth, I love you and I 
hope I will see you again one day. 

- Michelle Lear 

You live on in my soul. Memories of 
you will never be erased, never be 
forgotten. You live on in my memories. 
The light to my life, a light that will 
never dim.
You belong to stars. A wild and free 
spirit - that’s what you are, can never 
be tamed. Be wild, be free. You are 
finally home.

- Carolina Maya Fernandes

Our dear Shae-Lynn
Disappointed, angry and devastated. 
These words do not belong in the 
same sentence with your name, 
because this is not you. You have 
never disappointed me and you have 
never made me angry. But I  would 
be lying if I didn’t say how incredibly 
disappointed, angry and devastated I 
am that you are no longer here.

Shae-Lynn was bubbly, outgoing, 
funny, silly at times and just simply 

like no other.  She completely threw 
herself 100% into everything she did, 
and she was not afraid to try new 
things. Shae-Lynn enjoyed life and was 
eager to taste all that it offered. 

Shae-Lynn was the type of girl who 
messaged me to say: ‘Ma’am, I 
locked your class and I have your 
key because I know you don’t like it 
if people come in and mess up the 
carpet after the rain.’ She was the 
type of girl who brought marshmallow 
Easter eggs for the whole boarding 
house. She was the type of girl who 
went out of her way to do something 
kind for someone else.

I knew Shae-Lynn as a member of my 
tutor group. In tutor, I got to know her 
as a smiley-faced girl who had a huge 
passion for the Arts, who was a great 
hockey player and an inspirational 
academic. 
I also knew Shae-Lynn as a quirky girl 
in my boarding house. In boarding, 
I got to know her as someone who 
tried everything and who participated 
in everything. She was loved for her 
kindness and her sincerity. Her room 
was busy,  with projects everywhere, 
lots of photos on the walls, friends 
visiting, filled with happiness and 
laughter.

Most recently, I knew Shae-Lynn as 
the Head Girl of Bishop Boarding. 
Shae-Lynn was a natural leader. She 
had that special X Factor. She was 
someone whom the younger girls 
looked up to and someone who was 
able to influence and inspire her 
peers. She lead Bishop boarding with 
pride, with passion and with diligence.

In her illness,  Shae-Lynn was so 
very very brave, courageous and 
strong. She never complained or even 

questioned why her illness came 
across her path. She continued to 
fight with dignity and with a smile right 
until the end.

Shae- Lynn leaves a huge emptiness 
in the hearts of all of us who loved 
her, especially her family and her 
friends.  It’s a cliché, but Shae was 
truly beautiful inside and out.  You 
could feel her energy when she was 
near.  Those of you who knew her 
realise that we will miss her laugh, her 
zest for life and the sparkle in her big 
eyes. 

After the devastating loss of Shae, 
I now know that missing someone 
doesn’t seem like enough. We have 
to celebrate Shae-Lynn’s life, her 
existence and the impact she had on 
our lives.  Shae-Lynn has definitely 
changed the way I look at life, she 
has taught me to Marvel at the small 
Wonders in a normal day, she has 
taught me that magic is all around 
us, especially in art and pictures of 
mermaids. She has taught me to be 
a brave warrior. She has taught me to 
look for the light and the best in every 
person I meet, and to treat everyone 
with sincere kindness.
My dearest darling Shae, we love you 
and we celebrate you for the awe-
inspiring person you were.

- Mrs Yulandi van Zyl 
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Final Matric Chapel 

The Annual Uplands Matric Final 
Chapel is an event whereby the Grade 
12s in Uplands attend their final 
chapel service for high school. The 
evening is generally conducted by 
Rev’d Andrew Simons in conjunction 
with the Grade 12s who are part of 
the Christian Committee. This year, 
they decided to create a completely 
student-run chapel service which 
had the main focus of thanking the 
students and the staff. Jireh de 

Almeida delivered a profound message 
to her fellow scholars regarding 
hardships and how to prepare for 
them. The service was well attended by 
the Matric scholars and their parents 
alike. We should like to thank all the 
attendees for their time and, lastly, a 
special word of thanks goes to Rev’d 
Andrew Simons for guiding the Matrics 
throughout the year.

Jireh de Almeida
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Valediction
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Our Uplands Valediction service is a 
rite of passage for our Matrics. This 
ceremony marks their last academic 
day at Uplands. It is a moment for 
reflecting on the years shared together 
and to symbolically bring this time to 
a close. As each Matric pupil rings the 
School Bell, it is also rung to symbolise 
the beginning of a new and incredible 
chapter in their young lives. At our 
2019 Valediction, we encouraged 
our Matrics to choose a life lived with 
heart; for them to find people and to 
give of themselves to them; to find 
what resonates with their soul and 
nurture it, and always to give of their 
best. In doing this, we believe that they 
will find success.

Mr Alex Gitlin
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Five years ago, as a result of Uplands’ 
international networking, Uplands was 
invited to represent South Africa at an 
annual leadership symposium. 
The other attending schools 
represented 8 countries (Oman, China, 
Belgium, Germany, United Kingdom, 
United States of America, Argentina, 
and Canada), from which the students 
comprise 30 nationalities.
Having made an excellent impression 
at previous symposiums, Uplands was 
invited to host the 2019 conference. 
Uplands was proud to host this 
established, successful and wholly 
educational initiative.

Day 1: A successful opening ceremony, 
team goals defined and learning felt as 
WWF SA explained the multi-faceted 
dynamics of illegal trade.

Day 2: Internationally acclaimed 
speaker and Uplands parent, Quinton 
Coetzee, shared his ‘Wildside Wisdom’. 
He illustrated how the principles of 
true leadership mirror natural animal 
behavior. Chris Engelbrecht, also an 
Uplands parent, then detailed the 
situational complexities facing the 
survival of our Rhinos.

Day 3 and 4: On Day 3 we explored 
the Lowveld with our guests. On Day 

4 Uplands parents - Hilton Walker 
(of Rhinos Without Borders), Mike 
Ogg (founder of RMI which enables 
agricultural development in sub-
Saharan Africa) and Peter Rogers 
(wildlife veterinarian) - encouraged 
us to be passionate about what we 
choose to do; to undertake all tasks 
with vigour and boldness; to empower 
others; and to hurry up and save our 
rhinos.

Day 5: Yesterday we learned the 
language to be used to effect change 
and to have voices heard. 
This culminated in our drafting of a 
letter to our governments. 
Trang Nguyen, a Vietnamese 
conservationist, then taught us that 
we are never too young to make a 
difference. Throughout the challenges, 
our young delegates impressed with 
their wisdom and tenacity.

Day 6: The teams headed into the 
Kruger to see their lessons in action.

The ISLS ended on a high today as 
the delegates sent letters to South 
African Ministers to make their voices 
heard. Last night Bonne de Bod and 
Susan Scott, global award-winning film 
makers, presented their film STROOP.

ISLS Hosted at Uplands
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Honours Evening 
Honours Evening at Uplands is always 
such a special occasion - definitely 
one of the highlights on the year’s 
calendar. As a school we celebrate the 
top academic Matric pupils, as well as 
identifying pupils who have excelled in 
different facets of school life.

We are very proud of our Dux scholar, 
Liam Brain, who delivered an 
inspirational and honest account of 
what he believes it takes to achieve 
outstanding results, no matter your 
passion or the area you choose. 
Lebogang Mashigo, the Head Girl of 
2019 who has exemplified what we 
believe to be the attitude, character 
and excellence we wish for all 
our pupils, was awarded both the 
Founders Award as well as The Best 
All-round Sportswoman. 

Other noteworthy awards were 
presented to Carolina Fernandes for 
her excellence in Visual Arts within 
and outside of academic parameters, 
as well as a second award for 
performance art. Good Fellowship 
was awarded to Onkgopotse Aphane 
and Buhle Mashabane. Vaughn van 
Reenen was awarded Top Sportsman 
and Katherine Prior was Top 
Sportswoman.
 
While it is always well received to be 
identified as top in a sphere or field, 
the Honours ceremony at Uplands 
also celebrates endeavour, as well 
as the most improved players in each 
sport throughout the year. 

Mrs Casey Fowler
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Special Awards

Proxime Accessit 
Awarded to the Grade 12 pupil who has 
achieved the 2nd highest average on 
the Order of Merit with minimum 70% 
academic aggregate. - Aden Haussmann

Dux Trophy 
Awarded to the Grade 12 pupil who has 
achieved the highest average on the Order 
of Merit with minimum 70% academic 
aggregate. - Liam Brain

The Halifax Trophy
Awarded to a pupil in Grade 11 or 12 who 
has demonstrated excellence in Visual 
Arts within and outside of the academic 
parameters. He/she has been an example 
to others in building a Visual culture at the 
College. - Carolina Fernandes

The Devin Möller Trophy
Awarded to a pupil in Grade 11 or 12 

who has demonstrated excellence in 
Music within and outside of the academic 
parameters. He/she has been an example 
to others in building a Music culture at the 
College. - Lucas Ruf

The Karin Reum Trust Award
Awarded to a Grade 11 or 12 pupil who 
has the ability to demonstrate an excellent 
understanding of his/her performance and 
his/her interpretation of characterisation 
is always accurate, appropriate and 
justified. - Carolina Fernandes

The Nella Coetzer Award
Awarded to a Grade 11 or 12 pupil for the 
best overall on-stage performance. This is 
not limited to Drama, but can also include 
Dance and Music. - Onkgopotse Aphane

The Uplands College Service Award 
Trophy
Awarded to a Grade 11 or 12 pupil who 
has consistently and selflessly contributed 
to Service in a number of areas over their 
time at the College. - Michaela Patmore

Arthur Gaydon-Connock Trophy 
Awarded to the pupil who has achieved 
considerable results in his / her sport 
and set a good example on the field, who 
has helped and encouraged fellow team 
members and been a stalwart (perhaps 
despite a setback, inherent disability or 
illness) and has been an ambassador for 
the College. - Kyle Klesse

The Vieler-Veldsman Trophy
Awarded to a Grade 12 pupil who has 
displayed outstanding support to the 
school and Mentor body (as voted for by 
the Head Mentors). - Kgothatso Selepe

The Marisa Longuinho Award 
Awarded in memory of Marisa for the 
Grade 11 pupil who has exhibited 
friendship, care and compassion towards 
pupils of all ages. - Kyle Klesse

The Hyson Trophy for Endeavour 
Awarded to the pupil who has displayed 

qualities of determination, diligence and 
perseverance in a range of activities. - 
Abigail Alexander

The Tecklenburg Award for Good 
Fellowship 
Awarded to the pupil who has displayed 
outstanding interpersonal skills, concern 
for fellow pupils and those less fortunate, 
and the promotion of cooperation within 
the College community. - 
Onkgopotse Aphane and Buhle 
Mashabane

The Thomson Cultural Award
Awarded to a Grade 12 pupil who has 
shown outstanding talent and ability 
across a variety of cultural disciplines, and 
who has actively sought to promote culture 
at Uplands. - Lucas Ruf

The Sportsman and Sportswoman of 
the Year 
Awarded to the pupils who have shown 
outstanding talent and ability and 
exemplify the true spirit of sportsmanship 
in competition. Their commitment, 
dedication and appearance serve as an 
example at all times.
Sportsman of the Year – Vaughn van 
Reenen
Sportswoman of the Year - Katherine Prior 
(Second year in a row)

The Best All-round Sportsman and 
Sportswoman Award
The emphasis of this award is based on 
participation in two or more of our sports 
at 1st Team level and exemplifies the spirit 
of commitment and dedication.
Best All-round Sportsman – Frederich de 
Koker
Best All-round Sportswoman - Lebogang 
Mashigo (Second year in a row)

The Founders Award 
For outstanding achievement in all facets 
of life at Uplands College, incorporating 
the full spectrum of academic, cultural, 
service and sporting activities.
- Lebogang Mashigo
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Matric Class of 2019

Abbigal Wood Abigail Alexander Aden Haussmann Adriaan Engelbrecht

Alexia Constantinides Alice Voigt Amber Freestone Arman Suleman

Artur Veríssimo Junior Bevan Ferguson Bongani Mabuza Bonginkosi Nkosi

Bruna Gouws Bruna Jeque Buhle Mashabane Candice Tsabedze

Matric Class of 2019

Carolina Fernandes Cebisa Kuboni Chibeka Mambwe Conor Thomson

Cray Archdeacon Denilson Mabasso Drew Erskine Dylan Teixeira

Eben Snyman Eloïse van Tonder Eugene Roux Fabiana Gomes

Farrah Cruse Hannah Garratt Helena Masher Hohyun Chung
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Matric Class of 2019

Iman Samo Gudo Ivandra Matenja Jade MacKay Janice Hutchinson

Jason Mantle Jessica Loudon Jessica Mommen Jessica Renssen

Jireh De Almeida Jurgens Fourie Katherine Prior Kayla Clemente
 

Kaylyn Tilden-Davis Kelly Semba Kgothatso Selepe Khensani 
Zwane Waka Sambo

Matric Class of 2019

Kieran McDonald Kira Karantonis Lebogang Mashigo Lia Van Wyk

Liam Brain Lonene Kgoedi Lucas Ruf Matthew Potgieter

Matthieu Tardan McLaws Ndinisa Michael WatsonMichaela Patmore

Michelle Lear Mishca Jacobs Munesuishe Bopoto Nathan Treherne
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Matric Class of 2019

Ndumiso Nopote Ngwato Thobejane Nicholas Smythe Nicole Pessane

Nkosisphile Matsebula Okuhle Mavuso Onkgopotse Aphane René 
van der Westhuizen

Ronnie Nhalevilo Rory Kane-Berman Sally James Samkelo Mwale

Sara Archdeacon Sarah Wagner Semukele Simelane Siph’esihle Mpangane

Matric Class of 2019

Stuart McCarter Summer 
Clifford-Kotze

Suné Martins
 

Tamís Nhaúle

Tatum 
McSeveney-Sprague

Trinity Resting Ulwazi Buna Umaimah Mahomed

Unathi Makhubele Waneliswa Masombuka

“Somebody who only reads newspapers and at best books of contemporary 
authors looks to me like an extremely near-sighted person who scorns eye-
glasses. He is completely dependent on the prejudices and fashions of his 

times, since he never gets to see or hear anything else.”

― Albert Einstein 
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Physical Address: Uplands Estate, The Farm,
Danie Joubert Street Ext, White River, Mpumalanga, South Africa

Telephone: +27(13) 751 3141
Facebook: UplandsWhiteRiver Instagram: uplandswhiteriver

Website: www.uplands.co.za




